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There was plenty to sing and
dance about in Warrandyte
this past month with perfect
weather and the annual
Warrandyte Festival in full
swing. Comprehensive
coverage inside.
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“Only dull people are brilliant at breakfast.”
— Kurt Cobain
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NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published on Tuesday, May 12, 2015. Advertising and
editorial copy closes Friday, May 1, 2015.

OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. Although it has
developed over the years, it has retained its strong community character, being produced
mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The
Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the
place it serves. Its monthly circulation is 4000 copies and it is available in Warrandyte, North
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, some 27km from
Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people,
in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon
established its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley.
Around 1900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb
of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte
has been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.

living with
The Trotts
few years ago I
went to one of
those free seminars they advertise on 3AW. It
was supposed to
be a PowerPoint presentation
but the cord didn’t even reach
the powerpoint, that’s how
hopeless they were.
Eventually they found an
extension cord and showed
us all these graphs and pie
charts about how to fund your
retirement until life expectancy. Too bad if you happen to
live longer than expected but
what do you expect from a free
seminar?
The bloke said if you want
to save for a rainy day you’ve
got two options. The first was
about investing in property
but my hearing aid battery
packed it in at that point and
I couldn’t make head nor tale
of it all. Some stuff about negative earrings and real estate
Asians, and when they got on
to sex and thirty-twos I tuned
out altogether.
The second option was to
invest in the stock market
and I’m thinking what do
I want with a herd of farty
cud-chewers when he says if
you really want a comfortable
future the best thing to do is
put your money in chairs and
sit on them.
Well I thought you’re the expert so I went out and bought
a whole stack of chairs and
I put them in the garage and
every now and then I go out
and sit on them.
But you can’t just buy any
old chairs. Not on your Nelly!
You have to have a diversified

portfolio of blue chipped
chairs and speculative chairs
but your blue chipped chairs
are the key to your whole
investment strategy. So I went
to Ikea and they had plenty
of blue chairs though none
of them were chipped but I
bought 150 anyway. They all
had keys that were way too
fiddly for me but I got Jasper
to put them together and by

OVER THE HILLS

ARPIL

Hand Stitched
Quilts

HOURS
Tues–Sat: 11am–5pm
Sundays: 12noon–5pm

the time he’d stacked them
all in the garage most of them
were chipped in fact some of
them were completely stuffed.
But like I said, I still needed
some speculative chairs because they’re the ones that
go up and down all the time.
Anyway, I found some little
humdingers at Officeworks
with a little lever under the
seat that makes them go up

and down so I thought that’ll
do this little black duck and I
bought a hundred.
So I had all my chairs stacked
in the garage and it felt really comfortable, financially
speaking. I’d go out and sit on
my chairs while they appreciated and you can appreciate
how I appreciated my chairs
appreciating.
But like I always say, you
should never count your
chickens ‘til they’re hatched.
And sure enough along comes
a rainy day and it turns out the
garage roof leaks and I have
to sell some of my chairs. So
I put a stack of them on eBay,
the speculative ones that go
up and down but it turned out
they hadn’t gone up they’d
only gone down. The chairs I
bought at Officeworks for $69
each were still $69 each at Officeworks and nobody wanted
to pay more than $69 for mine,
in fact, no one would even give
me what I paid for them so I
had to try selling some of my
blue chipped chairs. So I tried
selling my blue Plonkadonka
chairs that cost me $239 each
and the best I could get was
fifty bucks on Gumtree and
when the lady found out they
were chipped she wouldn’t
take them anyway.
So I sent an email to the
bloke from the seminar saying
your chair strategy stinks,
rude letter following. And
he wrote back and said if my
earnings per chair ratio was
underperforming I should turn
them over. I said it will take us
hours to turn them all over but
he said you can’t sit on them
any longer so I got Jasper to
turn them all over and the
bloke was right.
“You can’t sit on them any
longer.”
ALAN CORNELL

By JOCK MACNEISH
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Smoke
on
the
water
Close call for Grand old lady as fire strikes our local
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

A SMALL fire at the Grand Hotel resulted in the evacuation of patrons
and structural damage before being
brought under control by the CFA.
Flames were localised to a section
of the balcony bar, which was hosting a function at the time.
According to manager Peter
Appleby the origin of the fire hasn’t
yet been determined.
Although the lives of patrons were
not threatened, a level of panic was
reached when flames and smoke
became visible.
After the duty manager was informed of the smoke, the Warrandyte
CFA swiftly arrived on the scene and
were backed up by units from South
and North Warrandyte.
Evacuation of the function was well
coordinated by the authorities in
front of a curious crowd of locals who
gathered to witness proceedings.
Staff member on the scene Nick
Schlueter described the day as a
“rapid change of events”.
“Despite a fire breaking loose and
the whole venue evacuated, I was
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confident we would still continue
to serve customers, which we did,”
Schlueter said.
Damage to the premises was limited by an excellent effort by the CFA
members.
“Minor repairs were required to the
balcony section and the carpet needed to be replaced in the public bar
due to water damage,” Appleby said.
Valiant efforts by the chefs and
staff had the pub looking presentable
enough to open the bistro, which was
undamaged, for dinner at 7pm on the
night of the disaster.
The public bar re-opened on Monday and all resumed as normal
Wednesday afternoon.
Staff, patrons and owners are all
relieved that the danger was so
swiftly controlled and are well aware
things could have been much worse,
especially Appleby.
“We are extremely grateful that all
of our wonderful staff and customers are safe, and that this beautiful
120-year-old building is still standing
to continue to serve the community
proudly.”

By DEANNE DICKSON

NEW thermal imaging equipment purchased
by the Greater Warrandyte CFA, courtesy of a
generous grant by Warrandyte Community Bank
through its annual community grants program, has
already been put to good use.
Warrandyte Community Bank chairman Aaron
Farr presented the Greater Warrandyte CFA with a
cheque for $42,900 at the Warrandyte Festival last
month (pictured).
The brigades then purchased the much needed
thermal imaging equipment, which immediately came into play in providing much needed
assistance at the Grand Hotel Warrandyte fire on
March 29 before the South Warrandyte CFA was
also called to help in the search for missing boy
Luke Shambrook at Lake Eildon using the Thermal
Imaging Camera.
The equipment is an important asset for the
whole community as it enables firefighters to
check for hotspots which could reignite fires, to

Adrian Oehlmann

0419 567 107
30 Years Experience

www.ashobuilders.com.au

locate persons in burning structures or for search
and rescue missions that were previously unseen
or difficult to detect.
It’s yet another example of how the Warrandyte
Community Bank plays such an important role in
our community, beyond its service in providing
residents and businesses with general banking
needs and products.

Tax planning is important if you have capital
gains on investments. Don’t wait until its too late,
Consult us now. We welcome small business
and personal tax inquiries.

WE CREATE
AWESOME SPACES
FOR YOU TO ENJOY
New Homes, Renovations
Carpenters for Hire

Registered Building Practitioner:
DB-U 12635

Bank to the rescue yet again

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber

adrian@ashobuilders.com.au
facebook.com/asho.builders

Brian Spurrell FCPA (local resident) and associate
Hien Hoang CPA guarantee personalised attention
to all accounting/tax requirements and business advice.

We will visit you.

“We are the accountants who care”
Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd

Certified Practising Accountants

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113

T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: info@ptasaccountants.com.au
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Ruskidd’s making his mark
By RUTH BIRCH

WARRANDYTE’S Oliver Reade, 20,
who goes by the name Ruskidd
when it comes to his artist persona, has gained plenty of notoriety
recently as an up-and-coming talent
in the street art scene.
He has just held his first solo exhibition at warehouse-style display
space Blender Studios, an inspiring
building and hive of activity in
which about 14 dedicated artists
work alongside each other, building their profiles and portfolios.
Street artists like Ruskidd, as well
as sculptors, oil painters and designers all bring their own creative
energy to the space where they are
encouraged to express themselves
by scribbling and painting on the
interior and exterior walls.
The launch of his exhibition on
March 20 was hugely successful
and he has already sold most of his
pieces.
In the middle of the warehouse,
an open space over the cool concrete floor is used for workshops
and exhibitions, with Oliver’s show
Herbarium taking centre stage. Flora, fauna and nature in general was
the inspiration for Herbarium, and
the faces of creatures hiding among
the swirling leafy designs cover his
canvases, the patterns then flowing
onto the walls and floors of the
building.
His bright green Morris Mini is
the centrepiece of the exhibition,
parked in the middle of the space
and sprouting a large fern out of
the back doors with the three elements of the colourful car, nature
and street art incorporated into his
designs.
Another artist at Blender, Adrian
Doyle, curates the exhibitions and
runs the studio just off Franklin
St in the CBD down a colourful

laneway displaying the type of
street art that Melbourne is famous for. Launched 15 years ago,
Blender was and still is an inspiring
place where young artists with
different philosophies, beliefs and
educational and socio-economic
backgrounds have the freedom to
create art with no pressures or expectations.
Originally a student at the creative Warranwood Steiner School,
Oliver transferred to Collingwood
College for his VCE studies where
he enrolled in as many art subjects
as possible and really concentrated
on honing his skills and style. So
impressive was Oliver’s work that
in his final year of school he was
accepted into the coveted Top
Arts Exhibition of 2013. Held at the
Ian Potter Centre at the National
Gallery of Victoria, the extremely
competitive exhibition highlights
the most impressive artwork produced each year by Victorian VCE
students.
After graduating, Oliver jumped
straight into a Bachelor of Communication Design at RMIT, a course
that focuses on using creative
graphic design techniques in
communication rather than more
traditional methods. He has now
decided to take a much needed
gap year and instead spends nearly
every day at the studio concentrating on his art. Next month he will
be jetting off to Japan and Nepal, a
long anticipated trip which he has
partially funded through selling his
artworks, as well as screen printed
T-shirts he has designed.
To check out more of Oliver’s
work see his Instagram page at
https://instagram.com/ruskidds
To purchase his unique pieces or
to order a T-shirt, contact him at
ruskiddart@gmail.com

Wild and wonderful Grand Hotel wall arrives
LOVERS of our “local” would have recognised by now
that the Grand Hotel Warrandyte has been getting better by the minute over the past couple of years and a
recently crafted stunning mural has taken it to a whole
new level visually.
The Grand and the Warrandyte Diary recently joined
forces to organise a competition for a mural on the
Grand Wall at the drive-in bottle shop.
The competition was won by a local artist from
Macleod known as Maha.

Peter Appleby, general manager at the Grand Hotel,
presented Maha with his prize on stage at the Warrandyte Festival. Maha has painted his design in recent
weeks.
The competition awarded supplementary prizes to
three finalists whose designs were highly commended
by the judges. One of the competition organisers Jock
Macneish said “it was another example of Warrandyte’s continued success at involving the community
in shaping their environment”. Long may it continue.

Clever design: Maha’s winning design for the Grand Warrandyte Wall.

BACKUP WIRELESS SET-UP NETWORKS CLOUD INTEGRATOR SMALL BUSINESS MAC & WINDOWS

Your Warrandyte IT specialist
Bora Seker
info@bnsolutions.net.au
0438 072 895
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On Tuesday March 3, a willful and obscene exposure
incident occurred in a park
area in Yarra Street. Police
urge anyone with information to contact Leah Thowless from Warrandyte Police
who is investigating the matter on 9844 3231.
Some time overnight on
Wednesday March 18, a
2009 model Yamar brand
excavator was stolen from
a construction site in Corriedale Crescent, Park
Orchards. It is believed a
vehicle and trailer would
have been needed to steal
the excavator.
On the evening of Saturday
March 21 at 11.15pm, about
10 youths aged 16 to 18 were
seen removing two-metre tall
pencil shaped palings from
the front fence of a house in
Yarra St in Warrandyte. Anybody with info about this incident is asked to call Crime
Stoppers on 1800 333 000.
On Sunday March 22 at
about 4.30am, three males
drove to the Coles Express
Service Station in South
Warrandyte in a stolen
Volkswagon Tiguan. They
then forced entry to the
store which was closed at
the time and proceeded to
steal a large amount of cigarettes.
On Monday March 23 at
about 10.30am, a ladder
was stolen from the side of
the Warrandyte Community
Church in Yarra St.

Cat
call
is
in
The majority votes for curfew
THE locals have spoken and
80% of those who responded
to the online cat poll have
voted either for a complete
curfew or for a dawn to dusk
cat curfew in Warrandyte.
More than 1000 people had
voted on the Warrandyte
Community Association website when the poll closed at
the end of March.
Final figures showed46%
voted for a complete curfew,
34% for a dawn to dusk curfew
and 20% voted for no curfew.
The Yes/No poll asked the
question: Should there be a
cat curfew ‘at all times’ or
‘from dawn to dusk’? It also included an option to comment.
Nillumbik Shire Council has
an order under the Domestic Animals Act 1994, which
requires cat owners to keep
their pets securely confined
between the curfew times of
7.30pm and 6am.
Although there is no curfew in place in Manningham,
council strongly recommends
cats be confined to their owners’ properties.
WCA president Dick Davies
said the response to the survey had been very high.
“Obviously the majority
would prefer a curfew. But
it’s important to note that
this is not a vote against cats
but a vote for responsible cat
ownership,” Mr Davies said.
“Comments both for and
against a curfew were mostly
very reasonable. It’s heartening that Warrandyte can
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Smart
Bus
changes
delayed
By David Hogg

engage in a sensible level of
debate about a sensitive topic
as many people rely heavily
on companion animals.”
The WCA’s Carole Lush, who
has been actively involved
with the poll, says it’s obvious
a review, update and implementation of a cat curfew is
required.
“I am personally in favour
of a 24-hour curfew and 47
percent of the voters agreed
with me,” Mrs Lush said.

We wish to thank all our customers for their support over
the last four years and hope we have kept the café new
and exciting for you. This year we would like to give back
and support some of the amazing locals who are finding
it tough, with our focus around Christmas time.
We are intending to purchase items and vouchers from
other traders and raffle them off, one at a time, over the
next eight months.
On December 21 & 22, Cocoa Moon will open to families
in need, who will be provided with a fully catered for

“I believe that people who
choose not to become cat
owners have the right to keep
neighbourhood cats out of
their property during daylight
hours. l frequently see at least
two neighbourhood cats on
our property and in the Manningham Council Reser ve
behind our land.
“I have planted a native garden for birds and wildlife and
don’t want cats in my garden.”
The poll received national

coverage in the Herald Sun
and on Channel Ten’s Studio
10 morning show.
Research has shown that
wandering cats are a major
threat to wildlife.
Mr Davies said that WCA
would be discussing the results with both councils.
Nillumbik has indicated that
it would take a “substantial
poll” for councillors to raise
the dawn to dusk curfew to a
complete 24-hour curfew.

Christmas dinner. Our staff will donate their time and the
funds from the raffles will be used to purchase gifts for the
children. Funds permitting, we will ask families to forward
Santa letters, so the children receive gifts they really want.
Santa will pop in to our beautifully decorated café.
From our customers, we would like your support in
purchasing raffle tickets or making donations and
any ideas that can help us make the two evenings
unforgettable.
The list of items and raffle tickets are available now.

Friday and Saturday 7.30am - 9pm | Sunday 8am - 5pm

9844 5081 | 166 Yarra St, Warrandyte

IN the February issue we
reported that a major shakeup of the Smart Bus service
routes and timetable changes was proposed and might
take effect from April 2015.
We have again contacted
Transdev who now advise
“Transdev and PTV carried out consultation on
proposed bus changes last
year and a final proposal
has been presented to the
Victorian Government. The
Victorian Government is
assessing the proposal and
will make further announcements once a decision is
made. If any changes are
to occur, they will be announced well before they
are implemented so that
customers are well informed.”
The Diary will keep you
advised of any further developments.
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Bank boost for youth
By DEANNE DICKSON

SIX Warrandyte students
have been able to kick-start
their further education with a
scholarship from Warrandyte
Community Bank.
Maddy Edsell, Josh White
and Zac Ratcliffe have been
announced as this year’s
scholarship recipients and
will join Mitch Dawson, Nik
Henkes and Josh McMullen in
their second year of financial
support.
Passionate about the program, now in its fourth consecutive year, outgoing chairman Sarah Wrigley conducted
the evaluation of the scholarship applications.
“We had a fantastic response
to the call for applications
again this year, our biggest
year so far,” Sarah said.
“We had a number of very
worthy applicants and it was
a hard decision.”
The Warrandyte Community Bank is proud to support
students in their tertiar y
study. It is part of the branch’s
commitment to building a
stronger Warrandyte community and another way in
which the bank is supporting
local youth.
With $5000 to pay for study
related expenses such as
course fees, equipment, book
and travel expenses the scholarship can help ease some of
the financial burden.
“It’s a big step moving from
school to university and is
made much bigger if students
have financial issues and other stresses,” Sarah said.
Other stresses have played
a significant role in the lives of
two of our young 2015 recipients with the loss of a parent.

All smiles: Two of the three 2015 scholarship recipients Josh (third from left) and Zac (far right) and 2014 recipients Mitch (far left) and Nik (middle) with branch
manager Mark Challen, outgoing chairman Sarah Wrigley and incoming chairman Aaron Farr (second from left). Below: Maddy Edsell and Josh McMullen.

Josh’s mum lost her battle
with cancer late last year.
He expressed his gratitude
in telling the Diar y: “Mum
always dreamed of me going
to university and chasing
my dream job. With the Warrandyte Community Bank
scholarship it will make this
dream less stressful and more
achievable.”
“The $5000 will allow me to
buy books and commute to
university without the stress
of financial burden,” he added.
Josh, Zac and Maddy have
all expressed sincere gratitude for the financial support
awarded to them by the War-

randyte Community Bank.
Josh and Zac have commenced separate courses in
Exercise and Sports Science
and Maddy has started her
four year degree in Occupational Therapy at Latrobe
University.
Maddy sees her scholarship
as an honour and a great
relief, noting the connection
between the bank and our
community. She said: “Thanks
to the Warrandyte community
for supporting our Warrandyte Community Bank.”
In summing up, Sarah said: “I
know the board is very proud
of its ability to fund these

NEW VARIETIES! HEAPS OF STOCK! BEST PRICES!
BEAT THE PRICE RISE!

Weeping Grevillea Nursery
Grafted Standard Weeping Grevilleas
Direct from grower

Grevillea shrubs, ground covers all $5
Compare with Bunnings at $10.98 or more (as at 31-1-14)

Herbs $4

Instant herb garden with wide range of herbs
Lasts for months in pot or plant

Flowering plants $4

Like gerbera, marigold, lavenders. Last for months in pot or plant
10 Bartletts Lane, Kangaroo Ground
Open Saturday & Sunday
or by appointment
Phone 9719 7505

Melways 271 G2

three new scholarships and
help Josh, Maddy and Zac in
their academic endeavours.”
The annual Warrandyte
Community Bank scholarship helps first-year university students on their path
to tertiary education with
a $10,000 bursary over two
years ($5000 each year). To
be eligible, applicants must
meet various criterion including residing in the local area,
be academically motivated,
actively involved in the community and be able to detail
financial or social challenges
which hinder their ability to
undertake further study.
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Dawn service
at Stiggants
THIS year’s centenary of the
ANZAC landing at Gallipoli
will be commemorated by the
Warrandyte RSL with a dawn
service at Stiggants Reserve
replacing the morning service normally held at the RSL
memorial grounds.
After muster at 5.45am on
Saturday April 25, the march
will commence at 6am along
Yarra St to Stiggants Reserve,
with the service at 6.15am and
finishing about 7am.
RSL immediate past president Henk Van Der Helm will
head up proceedings that
include a Catafalque Party, the
Bellbird Singers, vocalist Barry Carozzi and piper McSwain.
More than 1000 locals are
expected to attend the service
and traffic in Yarra St will be
under police management
between the Grand Hotel
and Stiggants Reserve from
about 5.45am to 6.15am for
the march.
Civil celebrant John Byrne
will conduct the ceremony,
which this year will also feature students from Warrandyte High School reading the
names of local servicemen
from the Warrandyte RSL
Great War Honour Board.
At the conclusion of the
service, the RSL will host a
Gunfire breakfast at the clu-

C

By AND

On the march: Warrandyte RSL member Jason Patton took the
opportunity to lay a wreath at the Menin Gate and march.

brooms in Brackenbury St
for the requested donation of
a gold coin.
The Stiggant’s Reserve venue for ANZAC Day has been
chosen this year to give all
Warrandyte residents the
opportunity to commemorate
this once-in-a-lifetime centenary ANZAC Day with your
local RSL sub-branch.
The Warrandyte RSL Subbranch began the commemoration of the centenary of
the Great War in July last year.
Jason Patton, a local RSL
member, was touring Belgium
and took the opportunity to

lay a wreath at the Menin Gate
at a ceremony marking the
commencement of hostilities.
The Menin Gate Memorial to
the Missing is a war memorial
in Ypres, Belgium, dedicated
to the British and Commonwealth soldiers who were
killed in the Ypres Salient of
World War I (from 1914 to
1918) and whose graves are
unknown.
The memorial bears the
names of 54,389 officers and
men from United Kingdom
and Commonwealth Forces
who fell in the Ypres Salient
before August 16 1917.
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“The report identified
that there are a number of www.ai
people looking for properties to downsize to.
“Almost one in three respondents would like more
housing choices to downsize to in their local area
with residents in Greensborough most interested
(41 per cent) and Eltham
next with 37 per cent. People aged between 56 and 75
years prefer more opportunities to downsize and stay
in their local area (43.5 per
cent).
“Among households with
a person with a disability,
30 per cent reported they
did not have access to
disability services in their
area,” added Cr Coleman.
Respondents reporting
fair or poor physical health
were more likely to live
in the rural areas (26 per
cent) than on average for
Nillumbik as a whole at 15
per cent.
When it came to alcohol,
8.6 per cent of respondents
agreed that alcohol had a
negative impact on their
household, with the 15-19
year age-group being the
most affected.
Further information on
this report can be found at
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/
healthreport

Nillumbik Shire
residents are are
up and about

Like us on
Facebook
Five for Friday, videos,
funnies, news updates on
The Great Warrandyte
Cook-up, and lots more

www.facebook.com/warrandytediary

Warrandyte
Community Market
Under the gum trees,
on Stiggants Reserve,
Yarra Street, Warrandyte
First Saturday of each month
– except January, 9am–1pm.
Ample parking. Light refreshments available.
Enquiries: 9844 4495

NILLUMBIK’S residents are
active, rate their health as
excellent or good and are
involved in volunteering,
according to the recent
Health and Wellbeing Survey 2015.
Four-fifths of the 500 respondents (79.5 per cent)
take part in at least one
community activity, with
attendance at festivals (48.1
per cent) and sports and leisure events (46.1 per cent)
rated as the most common.
More than four-fifths of
respondents (84.7 per cent)
rated their physical health
as excellent or good.
The highest numbers of
Nillumbik’s volunteers
live in rural areas (42.6
per cent) with people aged
between 36-45 being most
likely to volunteer.
Nillumbik Shire mayor
Cr Helen Coleman said she
was pleased to see almost
30 per cent of volunteers
being aged between 15 and
19.
“I’ve always known that
there is strong support for
volunteering in Nillumbik
and this survey has demonstrated that clearly,” Cr
Coleman said.
“It has provided council
with a good snapshot of
the community’s wellbeing
with it being self-reported
and with 500 people interviewed it’s statistically
relevant.”
Residents were asked
questions about lifestyle,
sense of community, services and facilities, physical
activity and mental health
as part of council’s annual
community survey.
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Centenary of ANZAC
By ANDREW MCINTOSH

Solution to last month’s puzzle:

98.1 + 101.9 - 32 = 168 Yarra St, the
Community Centre and offices of the Diary.

IF you didn’t know by now that it has
been 100 years since the First World
War, you certainly will by the end of
2018. There will be almost five years of
commemorative events to remember
the sacrifice of communities in WWI.
Some commentators worry about
“centenary fatigue” as Australia, and
the world, recounts blow by blow the
experiences of our forefathers.
While the rest of the world is commemorating the Centenary of WW1,
Australia’s preference was to remember the Centenary of ANZAC. The Australia and New Zealand Army Corps
(ANZAC) was formed as part of our
contribution to the defence of the British Empire.
It truly was a “world war”, also
marking the beginning of the end of
“Empire”. As the Great Empires of
Britain, France and Russia went to war
against the empires of Germany and
the
Ottoman Turks, huge and exotic armies from the far-flung empires
poured into central Europe. The world
had never seen the likes of so many
diverse cultures and peoples come
together in one place, sadly for what
became known as the war to end all
wars.
Former premier Ted Baillieu headed
up the planning for Victoria’s Centenary of ANZAC activities. Listening to Ted
talk passionately about the centenary,
one of his main ideas is for individual
Victorians to find a personal connection. Yes, there will be many and varied
official events, but his idea was to find
a personal link. It may be a relative, a
friend, a name from an honour roll or
even someone who used to live in your
house during 1914-1918. Find someone
and then do a little research, find out
how it touched the community, your
town, school or family.
Australia is lucky enough to have
one of the world’s best WW1 records.
Unlike the UK, which had a huge store
of WW1 records burnt in the blitz of
WW2, the National Archive of Australia
has made every WW1 service record
all accessible online. Here are a few
links to help you explore your own personal connection with WW1:
www.anzaccentenary.gov.au for general information about the Centenary
www.anzaccentenary.vic.gov.au for
Victorian Centenary information
www.shrine.org.au for information
on the new First World War galleries,
services and Victorian specific information
www.naa.gov.au to search the National Archive’s First World War service
records
www.trove.nla.gov.au to search the
National Library’s old newspapers,
books and records for war information
www.awm.gov.au Australian War
Memorial for general information,
photo, artifacts and Red Cross record
searches
www.aif.adfa.gov.au is a great site

CYRIL

bradley curtis
ELECTRICIAN

▲ Domestic
▲ Commercial
▲ Industrial and Airconditioning Installation
and Maintenance all areas

Phone 9844 2135
Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161

Looking
for
a home
We would love to buy a
home for our young family
Would you like to sell privately
without all the hassles and
costs? We have all our finance
organised and we are more than
happy to renovate. Our budget
is $375,000 - $450,000.
If you would like to talk to us
call Hayley 0425 855 841 or
email contacthayley@gmail.com
Many thanks Hayley and family

ealg
d
i
It pislantmine!
ti two birds
and a barrow

GARDENING

specialising in natural Australian gardens

0488 994 669
2birdsandabarrow@gmail.com

painting &
decorating

War heroes: An unidentified
Aboriginal soldier and Private
Harry Avery seated, of the AIF,
with an unidentified British
soldier c1917. Picture courtesy
of Rebecca Lamb

hosted by the Australian Defence Force
Academy that allows location based
searching. Ideal for looking into Warrandyte connections.
In addition to these online resources, there are several local activities
throughout April.
At the Museum
At the old Post Office Museum, the
Historical Society is commemorating the
centenary with a special WW1 “War &
Warrandyte 1914 - 1918” exhibition. You
can pass through The Hallway of Honour, visit a ‘wartime parlour’ and relive
the stories of the men who enlisted and
tales of the Warrandyte township during
those hard years.

At the Warrandyte Library
The Warrandyte Library will be holding
a public talk from 1.30pm – 2.30pm on
Friday April 24 to discuss the contribution of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Peoples to the First World War.
I, Andrew McIntosh, of Manningham Reconciliation, will discuss recent research
and findings that over one thousand
Indigenous Australians participated in
the WW1. Indigenous Australians were
equals on the battlefield, fighting with
their mates: they were wounded and
died together, became friends, prisoners
of war and received medals. Sadly, that
equality that was usually respected on
the battlefield did not exist in the broader community on their return.

On ANZAC Day
To commemorate the 100th anniversary of ANZAC, this year the RSL Warrandyte Sub-Branch will be holding a
special dawn service. A march will start
in the car park opposite the Grand Hotel
(which, of course, was standing during
the course of the First World War) at
6am and work it’s way to Stiggants Reserve. This will be the only service for
the day, remembering the landing a century before at dawn in Gallipoli.

Schools and other activities
Local communities have been able to
apply for commemorative funding and
local schools will devote time to understanding the war over the course of the
next three years. Check with your school
for details of their plans.
The Warrandyte RSL Sub-Branch has received a Centenary of ANZAC grant that
will allow for some modifications to the
RSL building entrance and the incorporation of a WW1 tribute.

Clyde’s
Conundrum
Ann from Research Road went to Lincraft in
Nunawading and bought four items. Prices for
three of these were $1.50, $3 and $4. While
she waited for 15 minutes in the checkout
queue, she played with her calculator and was
surprised to find that if she multiplied the four
prices together it came to the same total as
when she added the four prices. How much
did the fourth item cost?
Solution next month.

Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

Three hours a week within school hours. The work is not
physically demanding. Work with other trained volunteers
and meet new people. Based in the community centre with
training available. We are a resource and referral centre
covering areas such as tourism, health, social issues, support,
legal/tax assistance, local groups and courses.

Your contribution will make a big difference.
Call 9844 3082

COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC REPAIRS
Economical Repairs to:
TVs, DVDs, Hi-Fi, Computers, Telephones,
Electronic Equipment, Appliances
Computers: Laptops & Desktops
Telephones:
Repairs, Advice, Cleanup
Moves, New Batteries
Virus Removal, Wi-Fi
Extra Phone Sockets
Broadband Installation
ACA Licensed Cabler

DAVID HOGG 9844 2360
By PAUL WILLIAMS

DIARY MINI ADS
VCE MATHS Tutoring available from
experienced VCE mathematics
teacher. Reasonable rates. Call
David 9844 5727 for more info.
SAFE AND SOUND PET CARE
We care for your pet when you
cannot be there. Honest, reliable
and professional care in your own
home. Call Norma 0409 137 246.
AUTHORISED CELEBRANT: 70
years young. 3000 weddings. Still
going strong. Call John Byrne
9844 2155 or 0418 995 189.

M O S A I C S TA I N E D G L A S S
Beautiful panels for doors and
windows; natural themes and small
panels a specialty. Free quotes.
Call Shan 9712 0024.
SHAPES BOBCAT Call 9844 2117
or 0410 402 046.
MOBILE WOOD SPLITTING
SERVICE Call Terry 0409 411 943
or leave a message on 9722 2592.
WANT A MINI AD? Call Briony
9844 0555.

DIARY ADVERTISING DEADLINE

COPY CLOSES LAST FRIDAY OF THE MONTH
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Liz hangs up her hat
By BRIONY BOTTARELLI

THE Lions Opportunity Shop’s
manager Liz Prewitt is moving on
after 14 years in the job. Liz started
working as a volunteer, soon moving to a position of assistant manager, which she held for five years
and then onto manager for the past
nine.
Liz had a background in retail
and window dressing setting her in
good stead for running the op shop
efficiently and successfully. President of the Lions, David Englefield,
said Liz had been a good, reliable
and loyal employee. Her staff got
on with her well and commented on
her friendly, helpful and outgoing
personality.
Some memorable moments for Liz
have been when a lady brought in
one slipper and one shoe that had
belonged to her mother. Her mother knew with only one of each, they
needed just to be thrown away.
However, her daughter reprimanded her, saying: “What about amputees!” There are several humorous
stories Liz conveyed, however, they
really can’t go to print.
A mink coat was donated and sold
for about $60. A complete Royal
Dalton dinner set left sitting on the
footpath and a 22-carat gold fob
watch both auctioned for about
$600-$700 each. Good money going
to help those in need, of course.
Over the years Liz has met and
got to know many customers. They
will be missed and so will Liz – a
hard act to follow.
Liz and her husband Brian, manager of the Warrandyte Community
Centre for many years, are going
to hook up the caravan and head
up the east coast to Rockhampton.
No doubt there will be many more
destinations after that and we wish
them both a happy retirement.

Telephone
and internet:
we welcome
your feedback

WARRAN
ebrated
recently
was pre
Grey Wo
By David Hogg
The Gr
FOLLOWING our article in the
est achi
March edition of the Diary we have in cubs,
had some good feedback, mostly randyte
relating to slow internet connec- tory the
tions.
achieve
A resident in Tills Drive is only
It wasn
achieving an internet speed of
howeve
1.3 Mbit/sec, about a quarter of
worthy
what should be reasonably exand the
pected. Another in Stony Creek Rd medical
is achieving 3.8 Mbit/sec which
year, co
seems slow for the area, too. Both for thre
these users are with iiNet and
The in
both on the slower ADSL1 equip- chair an
ment but should be getting faster not stop
speeds.
finding a
Two residents in North Warran- a two ho
dyte have complained that becausecourse h
of a lack of ADSL speed at their
being pu
distance from the exchange they fellow c
have gone to 4G wireless with
Over t
Telstra, which is expensive. They a Cub in
both claim that this service is usu- Wolf’, N
ally good but has periods of going tended
slowly.
dawn se
One North Warrandyte resident
in Valias St has complained of
ongoing crackling and bad reception on his telephone landline. As
yet we’ve had no complaints of
problems with mobile telephone
services, which is surprising as
all service providers have published black spots in the area, so if
you have problems in this regard
please let us know.
We’ll continue to investigate the
slow internet in Tills Drive and advise the outcome in a later issue.
If you live in this area and have
similar problems, please get in
touch. More feedback is welcome.
Email davidhogg99@bigpond.com

Lion heart: Liz Prewitt is retiring after 14 years at the Lion’s Op Shop

Broadcasting job a win for our Brianna
By CHERIE MOSELEN

WARRANDYTE Diary’s Brianna Piazza
has branched out from her comfortable role in print journalism to
take up a position with Australian
television network regional broadcaster, WIN.
The opportunity is a big break for
the young reporter, who first joined
the Diary as a volunteer in 2010 while
undertaking a Bachelor of Journalism and Graduate Diploma in Italian
Studies at Monash University.
Brianna served a cadetship for
several years with the community
newspaper, which she described
as “the ideal training ground” for a
career in media.
“I learnt so much at the Diar y
under both editors, Cliff Green and
Scott Podmore, who helped me improve my skills as a journalist, even
taught me how to take decent photographs,” she said. “And I picked up a
lot by being involved in the paper’s
digital transformation, especially
working on the website.”
Now based in Albury, Brianna’s
training as a television reporter
will involve her preparing two daily

interviews with a cameraman that
include filming, writing and adding
voiceover by 5pm.
Going from monthly Diary deadlines to daily wrap-ups won’t be easy,
but the leap is something Brianna
has worked toward since wanting to
become a journalist, an idea formed
watching Foreign Correspondent as
a 12-year old.
“I served two internships with WIN
while at university and thought one
day I might like to get in front of the
camera, but presenting is tough to
break into,” Brianna said.
“WIN employs roughly 120 journalists and there are about 4000
graduates coming out of journalism
in Australia every year. I do feel fortunate, but I’ve also worked hard for
the opportunity.”
Brianna spent two months in
South America last year, where she
travelled through remote communities in the Andes with a guide and
translator to interview indigenous
Peruvians. It ultimately led to a job in
radio with public broadcaster, SBS.
“I had been interning at SBS for
several months at the end of 2013,
hoping it would lead to a placement

but when it didn’t I decided to travel
and do some freelancing,” she said. “I
sent back some of my stories and SBS
liked them and invited me to come
on as a casual employee.”
However, subsequent funding cuts
to SBS meant a decrease in employment, which left Brianna looking for

work again. Meanwhile, she continued to gain valuable experience as
a Diary cadet.
“The stories I enjoyed telling most
were those about ordinary people
doing extraordinary things, like Andrea Coleman working in the Congo
to save threatened chimpanzees,”
Brianna said.
“Another, was about Wonga Park’s
Adriana Simmonds, who has nursed
over 2000 native Australian animals
back to health during the past 15
years.
“It’s a job that requires 24-hour
dedication and it’s an incredible
sacrifice she makes so these animals
can survive.”
During the latter part of her cadetship, Brianna was taking on harder
news stories, tackling controversial
issues like the proposed service
station for Warrandyte.
She said her Diary work had undoubtedly factored into the job offer
from WIN, adding: “Getting experience is important for journalists
starting out, but I also think versatility is key nowadays, because this
industry is changing so quickly and
it’s very competitive. I’m moving into

television now and I would love to
work as an overseas correspondent
one day, but I can also go back to
print or radio if need be,” she said.
In the past, Warrandyte Diary has
mentored such cadets as Clinton
Grybas (who went on to have a
distinguished career as a sports
radio and television commentator),
former BRW reporter Georgi Stickels,
and Sam Davies (content specialist,
social media strategist and digital
journalist, currently based in Paris).
Brianna thanked the paper for
setting her on the way.
“Everything started with the Diary.
The advice and the experience gave
me the confidence to really believe in
myself as a journalist,” Brianna said.
“It was a privilege to work under
iconic writer and local legend, Cliff
Green.
“The first story he put me on was
interviewing the local scout group. I
was so excited!” she said.
“Seeing your first stories in print,
no matter how small, is something
you never forget.
“No matter where I go, the Diary
will always be close to my heart.”
We wish you well, Brianna.

Having a say in determining our town’s future
By LAURA DOGUET

AS members of this unified community, it is important to realise our
potential in determining a vision for
Warrandyte.
At the festival this year you may
well have come across the Warrandyte Community Association’s
Writers’ Wall.
The large conjoining blackboards
revolved around the incomplete and
thought-provoking statement: ‘I want
Warrandyte to be…’
The wonderful members of WCA
encouraged all festival-goers, regardless of age or locality, to complete
the sentence with their hopes and
aspirations for our town.

Linda Lawrie, WCA member, explained some of the thought behind
this special project.
“This is basically to stimulate people’s thinking about what they love
and value about Warrandyte,” she
told the Diary. “It is very future-orientated.”
The WCA is recognised within our
community as a place and opportunity for conversation. It aims to give
a voice to residents and promote all
aspects of community living. The
organisation is renowned for its
pro-activeness within the community and many successful campaigns
- in particular, the extraordinary
BeReady Warrandyte project for fire

safety and awareness.
The level of participation with the
Writer’s Wall was phenomenal and
a range of responses was received.
While some contributions were
more unique, there was also a lot of
commonality and recurring themes:
it was refreshing to see that even
across the generations the suggestions were very similar.
“The kids are writing that they like
the wildlife, they like the river, they
like the green and the trees,” Linda
explained.
And like-minded adults expressed
their appreciation of Warrandyte’s
exact same things. Visitors to Warrandyte also had something valuable

to say including why they make the
effort to venture out here, and how
our town influences their lives despite living out of town.
Linda told the Diary about a lady
from Templestowe who simply
“comes here to breathe” and a man
from the western suburbs who visits
purely to “get an ice-cream and sit
by the river”. Sometimes we forget
how lucky we are to live here, and
those comments remind us to love
and appreciate the simplicities of
the place we call home.
Once each blackboard ‘page’ became full with contributions, the
WCA members would take a photo,
wipe the board clean and allow more

passers-by to have their say.
But the WCA aren’t stopping at
that. The contributions will be collated and organised into common
themes and then reviewed by the
WCA’s project manager. If you wish
to make your voice heard and share
your vision for Warrandyte, it’s not
too late.
“We’re also thinking of leaving the
board up at the community centre
for a couple more weeks so people
can continue to add to it,” Linda
added.
There is also an opportunity to
express your thoughts online at
www.warrandyte.org.au/a-visionfor-warrandyte.
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Cub becomes Grey Wolf
WARRANDYTE Scout Group celebrated a significant occasion
recently when cub Noah Lawson
was presented with the prestigious
Grey Wolf badge.
The Grey Wolf badge is the highest achievement badge available
in cubs, so prestigious that in Warrandyte’s long 65-year scouting history the Grey Wolf has only been
achieved once before.
It wasn’t plain sailing for Noah,
however, in order to earn this noteworthy award, Noah had to endure
and then recover from a major
medical procedure during the past
year, confining him to a wheelchair
for three months.
The inconvenience of a wheelchair and two legs in plaster did
not stop the budding grey wolf,
finding a way to lead his pack on
a two hour, nine point compass
course hike at Pound Bend while
being pushed in his wheelchair by
fellow cubs.
Over the past three years as
a Cub in order to earn his ‘Grey
Wolf’, Noah has camped out, attended and marched in ANZAC Day
dawn services, displayed previous-

ly unknown talents as a magician
during ‘talent night’, participated in
‘Pack Councils’, learnt to tie knots
and cook damper over a fire. Noah
has also displayed swimming and
water safety knowledge, bike maintenance skills, learnt the ‘Theory of
Flight’, developed leadership skills
by helping new cubs complete
badges as well as learning how to
care for the natural environment of
Warrandyte.
To earn this award Noah was
guided by a dedicated group of
leaders, particularly noteworthy
for his dedication though is David
‘Baloo’ Rosenwax, who spent many
weekends assessing Noah’s presentations to gain the necessary
achievement badges on his way to
the Grey Wolf.
The scouting movement is about
providing a nurturing and supportive environment that will allow
children and adolescents, boys and
girls, to develop into responsible
young citizens within a fun-filled,
adventurous and outdoor environment. It has certainly inspired this
little Grey Wolf.
Well done, Noah.

Warrandyte Scouts set sights on Jamboree
WARRANDYTE Scouts are planning to
send up to 12 scouts and five leaders to
the Australian Scouting Jamboree at Cataract Park NSW in January 2016. This
is by far the local scouts’ largest contingent in many years.
A Jamboree is the Olympics of Scouting – thousands upon thousands of
scouts from all over Australia and New
Zealand will be rock climbing, BMXing,
sailing, abseiling, doing commando
courses, water slides, archery, attending
concerts … and that’s just before lunch
on the first day.

Location: AMG Ref 462248,
Yarra River channel and banks
adjacent to Bouchiers Road.
Geology: Silurian siltstones of
the Andersons Creek Formation
outcrop in the river channel
with a strike approximately
north-south and easterly dip of
40o to 50o.
Management: No structures
that would obscure the major
rapids should be permitted in
the area of the site.1

We are two river bends away
from the Stanebrae Reserve.
My ankles ache with the first
seconds of the bruising cold.
My brother is wincing and
giggling behind me, pulling
his legs in and out of the icy
water like a strange knockkneed bird. We are tiptoeing
out over the calmest part
of the Yarra, before it starts
to thunder further down.
Further down, the bellowing

1

www.arcuate.info

rapids swell white and
rupture the river. The fourhundred-million-year-old
siltstone strikes upwards
through the water’s surface;
it rears out magnificently,
catching the afternoon sun as
the river cuts its throat. The
hills that roll out above us
are so old that they have died
in one another’s arms, now
slowly worn alone again by
the river’s muddy creases.
Every loss is a syncline filled
by the cold water that runs
across the tops of my eightyear-old feet. My brother is
laughing wildly, his skinny
shoulders shaking as the
bubbles tickle and break on
his shins. We stand together
in the January warmth and
the river betrays millions of
years of merciless slicing as
it pulls softly on the two of
us in the Summer.

The enormous tent city will have its
own radio station, newspaper, police
and ambulance services.
Scouts will find 12 days of being
self-sufficient (living in tents, helping
to cook their food and do their own
laundry) while heading out for new
adventures every day which can be a
life-changing event. Families of scouts
who have been to Jamborees in the past
say they magically grow up over the
two weeks and come back as new people. There’s no doubt it creates lifelong
friends and memories.

Naturally, a major event such as this includes some cost. The local troop don’t
want that to prevent Warrandyte Scouts
from participating in the adventure,
so is running a number of fundraising
activities and will need to raise $20,000
throughout the year.
Find the scouts at the Warrandyte
Market each month. See if you can win
a chocolate bar at their coin toss competition. Also find the scouts at the IGA
for a BBQ as they’ll be there a few times
throughout the year and look out for the
scouts’ car wash coming soon.
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Memories
of a musical
adventure
TERRY Gill died last month. Locals
remember him as a lovely man, a
real character, engaged with his
community and a talented actor
on stage and television, especially
noted for his ongoing role as the
local copper in The Flying Doctors,
for which I wrote several episodes
over the years.
Locally, he and Carole Ann are
particularly remembered for the
Bull’n Bush theatre restaurant, established by them in the upper area
of the Grand Hotel in Warrandyte.
The pub’s present owners have
honoured the memory of those
days by renaming this area the
Bull’n’Bush Room.
My first close association with the
Gills came about because a Warrandyte musical tradition was threatened: Warrandyte High School’s
annual musical. A high standard
of musical theatre production had
been established at the school,
even before the permanent buildings were erected. We remember
watching several successful high
school productions of Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas in the Warrandyte Mechanics Institute Hall.
By 1988 several outstanding musicals had been produced in the
school’s wonderful new theatre
and the tradition had been firmly
established. For many young stu-

dents, being involved in a musical
is the highlight of the year; perhaps even the peak of their school
career. Then a staffing problem
arose at the school and that year’s
musical was cancelled. Disaster!
The prospect of Warrandyte High
School without its annual musical
production was unacceptable. We
mobilised the locals.
We decided to perform the
impossible. We would create an
original musical play with a local
setting. Barry McKimm (a local
composer and member of the
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra)
would contribute the music, longtime Diary columnist and erstwhile
poet Lee Tindale would write the
lyrics and Jock Macneish (previously a set designer for ABC-TV)
would design the sets.
But before anyone could lift a
finger there had to be a script.
That would be my contribution.
But first I had to have a story. I
had long cherished a local legend I

read somewhere. A young prospector, digging for gold at Anderson’s
Creek in the 1880s, wrote to an aunt
in England, recounting the story
of the Sallow Wattle. Once growing
profusely along the banks of the
Yarra, this plant was threatened
with total destruction by mining
activities. Legend has it that the
demise of the Sallow Wattle will
inevitably result in the departure of
the local Wurundjeri people.
The story opens in 1939, on the
brink of the Second World War.
The village women and girls are bemoaning the departure of so many
of the young men into the army. Following several wartime tragedies, a
raging bushfire burns much of the
wattle. Finally peace is declared,
the veterans return, the surviving
wattle blooms again, marriages are
planned and all is right with the
world – especially in Warrandyte!
Who was going to assume the key
role as director of this epic? I took
the script to Carole Ann Gill. I envisaged the play moving freely across
the wide, deep performance area,
unhindered by stage or curtains.
Exactly what the little theatre had
been designed for. I knew Carole
Ann’s London experience as an
original member of the Theatre –inthe-Round- Company fitted her precisely for this style of production.

And it was a “singing-and-dancing”
show after all, and Carole Ann
combined all these talents in abundance. I also knew husband Terry
would prove a huge bonus in all
sorts of areas – including securing
enough Australian uniforms from
The Sullivans wardrobe for our entire platoon!
Barry McKimm had composed the
music – by turns stirring, comic,
wistful, moving and tender. Some
of it was a real challenge for the
young performers. Operatic coach
Renee Maddocks helped solve the
problems. Lee Tindale’s lyrics energised the entire production: faithful
to the script, by turn stirring, witty
and tender, always driving the drama forward.

And the cast: the students, the
kids – they were wonderful. Carole
Ann never ceased singing their
praises. Too many to be listed
here, except perhaps for the stars,
the young lovers: Molly Anderson
(Katherine Adcock) and Jack Yarra
(Justin MacDonald).
Costuming mostly by the mums
(as usual); backstage crew were
school staff and students.
Finally the great night arrived.
The evocative scent of eucalyptus came wafting through the air
conditioning. Pianist and musical
director Phoebe Briggs concluded
Barry’s wonderful Overture, the
Chorus ran in, singing: This is our
home/Here we were born/Here we
will stay…

CLIFF GREEN

Councillor
e-newsletters
about what’s going on in your
ward? Now you can sign up to an
e-newsletter from your local Councillor.

Let’s get Social!

To join the mailing list visit
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/councillor
and provide your email – it’s as simple as that!

Keep up-to-date with Council events, activities
and news by liking one of our Facebook pages
or following us on Twitter.

Nillumbik Shire Council
www.facebook.com/NillumbikCouncil
@Nillumbikshire

Nillumbik Youth
www.facebook.com/nypyouth
@NillumbikYouth

Nillumbik Shire Council Arts & Culture
www.facebook.com/NSCArts

Nillumbik Shire Council
Family & Children’s Services
www.facebook.com/
NSCfamilyandchildrensservices

Living & Learning Nillumbik
www.facebook.com/LivingLearningNillumbik

Renew your pet registration
If your dog or cat is over the age of
three months, it must be registered and
renewed each year.
Registration renewal forms were sent to pet
owners in mid-March. If you did not receive
one, contact the Regulatory Services team
on 9433 3111.
time in Nillumbik must be microchipped and
all cats must be desexed (except cats owned
by breeders registered with an approved
association).
You may be eligible for reduced fees.
Visit www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au for details.

www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil

@nillumbikshire

www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au
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Cider festival returns
THE festival spirit continues
as the Kellybrook Yarra Valley Cider Festival returns on
the weekend of May 2-3.
Set in the rolling hills of
the Yarra Valley’s Wonga
Park, the festival is a celebration of cider, music and
food in all its glory. Now in
its 27th year, Kellybrook Cider Festival was Australia’s
original cider fest. Crowds
of up to 4000 locals and
city-dwellers now flock to
Wonga Park for the big event
which is held from 11am to
5pm both days.
From traditional farmhouse scrumpy cider and
barrel aged ciders to fresh
modern styles, there is a
cider for everyone. Somerset Draught will be on tap
alongside the Kelly Brothers
Sparkling Apple and Pure
Pear ciders. For those who
prefer a non-alcoholic drop,
there’s the delicious freshly
pressed apple juice.
New to the festival this
year will be the Kellys’ latest
foray into beverage brewing
- craft beers by Riders Brew
Co. For those looking for a
change from cider, there will
be “XPA” (strong pale ale),
“Loose Trucks” (porter) and
“Easy Rider” (golden ale).
A first-class band lineup for the main stage on
the oak tree lawn features
popular Melbourne bands,
Melbourne Chris Russell’s
Chicken Walk and Quarry
Mountain Dead Rats. Local
lads, The Teskey Brothers
and The Scrimshaw Four,
have become festival regulars. The Pork Bellies and
Mission Brown, featuring

the beverage-brewing Kelly brothers, always draw
calls for extended encores.
Down in the cellar door bar,
Damon Smith will impress
with his keyboard skills and
incredible voice
Top notch street food will
keep the crowds happy.
Enjoy gourmet burgers by
Moo-Baa-Cluck, old-time
favourites from Franklin’s
Classic American, calamari
by My Calamaro and crepes
by La Creperie.
The festival has always
been a family affair so kids
will be well catered for with
a roving magician, face and
plaster painting, storytelling
and other entertainment.
Festival favourites, the
Morris dancers, will raise
a few eyebrows with their
hankies, bells and colourful
costumes.
All this is set amongst the
autumnal tones of the vineyard and gardens of Kellybrook Winery. From bearded
folkies, hipsters and music
lovers to mums and dads
with kids, they all get excited about the Kellybrook Yarra Valley Cider Festival.
Kellybrook Yarra Valley Cider Festival is at Kellybrook
Winery, Fulford Road, Wonga
Park. Phone 9722 1304. Entry, adults $20, and tickets
available through Moshtix or
on the gate. Children Under
14 free. No dogs permitted.
Although, Kellybrook did
have a restaurant for 31
years, this was closed in
June 2014. Restaurant meals
and bookings are not available for 2015. Food trucks
will provide all food.

Sweet as:
The Kellybrook
Yarra Valley
Cider Festival
will be in full
swing on
May 2 and 3.
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Warrandyte Cellars
Bridge Arcade Shops OPEN 7 days 9844 5590

TASTINGS EVERY FRIDAY
from 5–8pm

We are a family business that prides itself on being one of the last true
wine cellars constantly searching for the best products from family owned
and produced boutique vineyards.
We offer sensational wines from all over Australia, with a great collection
of hard to find vintage wines, quality cleanskins, over 200 craft beers
and Australian spirits. We actively source the best wines available which
enables us to buy wine on its taste and value, not a reputation or brand name.
Unique products, great deals, and wonderful customer service.
We aim to please!

Come and open your eyes to a whole new wine experience!
Shops 3&4, 242 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 5590 warrandytecellars@bigpond.com
www.warrandytecellars.com

BYO wine (corkage applies)
Lunch Menu

2 courses & coffee $29
Wednesday – Saturday

Mother’s Day

Sunday May 10th 2015
Breakfast from 8am
Lunch from 12:30pm
Dinner from 6pm
152 Yarra Street Warrandyte 03) 9844 5548

TRADING Monday to Saturday 11am–8pm Sunday & Public Holidays 11am–6pm

Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

Improve your
- core stability
- tone
- strength
- flexibility

New doctors
now taking new patients
Special Offer!
Join us for quality small
group classes on the Pilates
Reformer equipment.
Bring a friend and your
introductory session
is FREE when you
both purchase
ten sessions to get
started.

Pilates
Massage Therapy
Osteopathy
Remedial Massage Therapy and Osteopathy are claimable
on your health fund through our Hicaps system.

Call us! on 9844 5781

Dr Olivia Rimington
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm
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Furry festival friends

By LAURA DOGUET

WHETHER you’d prefer to climb on
top of a camel, cuddle a bunny or pet
a friendly python, it’s hard not to love
the animal scene at the Warrandyte
Festival.
The ever-popular camel rides
never fail to spark enthusiasm and
the permanent queue for rides was
certainly proof of that. Enjoying their
contribution to the festival over the
weekend were camels Arnold, Roman, Cappuccino and Tashia.
Amanda Hodge of Peter Hodge
Camel Hire - a family-oriented business that has been operating for
22 years – took some time out from
organising keen camel riders to speak
to the Diary. Of course, we had to find
out who was carrying Warrandyte
royalty in the parade and how the
camels coped with all the excitement.
“We had Arnold with Cleopatra and
Cappuccino with Mark Anthony,”
Amanda said with a laugh. ‘They’ve
been working the longest and they’re
very calm animals.
“Cappucino and Arnold are the
ones that love pats the most. They’re
very lovable camels.”
Another bunch of animals to receive a lot of attention at the festival
were from Animals on the Move’s
Animal Nursery.
Evarn De Jong began working for
Animals on the Move when he was
just 14 and now, aged 21, says his
passion for animals remains strong.
“Now that I’ve finished school I’m
still trying to figure out what I want
to do with the rest my life… but until
then I love working with animals and
kids, so it’s a good compromise,” he
told the Diary.

Wild things: Camel rides and the popular pet parade were highlights of this year’s festival. Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS and PETER HANSON.

The farmyard program set up over
the festival weekend became a temporary home to 30-40 baby animals.
Featuring lambs Macka and Ronald,
Froth the calf and Shambo the pig, it
was hard for the kids to resist such
cuteness.
“The earlier you start with the animals, the earlier they realise that people are not a bad thing and they get
free food out of it,” Evarn explained
when asked how the young animals
and kids react to each other.
But it’s not just the children who
get attached. A visit to an aged care
facility once left them short of one
guinea pig that a 95-year-old lady had
taken a special liking to.

“Sure enough she’d wandered back
to her room with it under her top.
She’d had plans to feed it for the rest
of her life,” he said.
While Evarn is easily one of the
most popular stall keepers at the
festival, Sean McCarthy from Snake
Handler has grown used to receiving
mixed reactions.
The scientist turned schoolteacher
turned snake handler shared his
fascination with reptiles and what
motivated him to pursue such a
daring career.
“I’ve always been interested in
Australian wildlife and one of the
things I realised is that we don’t have
a lot of education on reptiles,” he

said. “Teaching everybody about
these wildlife will help everyone to
understand them better and respect
them.”
Sean’s business Snake Handler
has been very successful, travelling
around Victoria to major events like
the Melbourne Show and Moomba,
as well as birthday parties, fetes,
christenings and bar mitzvahs. He
also visits kindergartens, primary
and secondary schools to run educational programs.
Although many festival-goers were
fascinated by his beloved creatures,
Sean’s animals don’t always receive
such a positive response.
“Even today I had my large olive

python around my neck and a lady
with a pram jumped about three feet
sideways to get away.” He said.
So with a mix of familiar farmyard
friends and other critters more obscure, the festival certainly caters for
all animal lovers in our community.
Or perhaps those who brought their
own dog along had everything they
needed right beside them.
To find out more or book any of
the above animal providers for your
next event, check out the following
websites:
www.peterhodgecamelhire.com.au
www.animalsonthemove.com.au
snakehandler.com.au

Cherry our queen in more ways than one
By BRIONY BOTTARELLI

THE Warrandyte Festival is always fun and this year was no
different. The King and Queen
in their amazing costumes atop
the camels, the kinder kids in
their colourful floats, the floats
showing off the creative talents,
year after year, of their teachers.
And the bagpipes playing as the
kilts swayed from side to side.
Fantastic.
But after the parade, there is the
Grand Read, the Follies and the
art show.
This year I had the good fortune,
one Friday night after another,
of attending both the Warranwood Art Show and the Rotary
Art Show. The Warranwood Art
Show was held in the magnificent hall at the Rudolph Steiner
School, a work of art in itself, and
was abuzz with atmosphere and
hopeful winners. The exhibition
was judged by Kendrah Morgan,
Curator of Heide Museum. Best in
Show winner was Ted Secombe
from Dixons Creek and Teresa
Luttrell from North Warrandyte
was the winner of Small Works.
The Rotary Art Show returns every year and always serves up the
works of so many talented people.
One of the nicest aspects to art

Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

shows is that everyone can have
the pleasure of experiencing art,
even if you are unable to make a
purchase.
The highlight of the evening
was when judge, artist Mary
Hyde, awarded our Queen, Cherry Manders (above), first prize
adding yet another jewel to her
crown!
Cherry took out Best in Show
at the 31st Rotary Warrandyte
Artshow with her painting entitled Lotus. In doing so she beat
off stiff competition from 500

other works by 190 artists from all
states of Australia.
Cherry is a contemporary impressionist who works with oil on
canvas capturing figure, landscape
and still life, with a passion for
colour and movement.
Also, this year Rotary joined
forces with the lovely ladies from
WNH, who dressed to the nines
and made charming hostesses
while feeding us some delicious
delicacies.
Some lovely works of art were
auctioned off for charity.
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My Place,
My Community
What makes my community special?
Enter for your chance of local fame and a
share in $1,800
At Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch, we’re looking for 12 winning
photographs, which capture our community that will be used to create a winning
calendar for 2016.
Whether you’re an amateur or professional photographer this competition is for
you. Put your creative hat on, get out and start clicking!
Drop into Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch to pick up an entry form or
download from www.bendigobank.com.au/warrandyte.
Entries close 5.00pm Tuesday June 30 2015.
For full terms and conditions visit Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch. Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
Limited, The Bendigo Centre, Bendigo VIC 3550, ABN 11 068 049 178 AFSL 237879. (S51480) (03/15)

Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

Billanook College

“Just 20 minutes from the
centre of Warrandyte”.
An Independent, Co-educational School of the Uniting Church
Educating children from Early Learning to Year 12

Next College Tour: Saturday 2 May, 10.30am

www.billanook.vic.edu.au
197 Cardigan Road, Mooroolbark
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Follies on the money
NCE again, we were
treated to a superb and
hilarious evening of entertainment with Warrandyte Theatre Company’s
Penny for your Follies. Such talent
exists here in Warrandyte, not only
in acting ability but extending to
writing, singing and music.
I have been critical in the past of
the constraints of sticking too rigidly to a theme, but have to retract
that criticism as this year’s theme
of money was rigidly adhered to
with excellent effect, a testament
to the talents of directors Adrian
Rice and Simone Kiefer.
Of the many highlights, the
recurring A Child’s View sketches featuring realistically young
children (portrayed by adults)
explaining their views of how the
economy works not only had us
rolling with laughter, but at times
their explanations were spookily
true to life. Another recurring
theme was the clever The Bridge
series of short films involving
sleuths tracking down the perpetrator of doggy poo in the middle
of the bridge and culminating in
a spectacular helicopter crash at
the bridge roundabout.
In the past, we’ve had a lookalike
John Howard, Paul Keating and
HM the Queen. This year introduced a lookalike Jacqui Lambie,
but alas, no-one in the cast can
look like Clive Palmer unless
wearing a mask! Richard Pengelley (musical director) had us in
stitches trying to continue playing
his guitar whilst being deliciously
seduced.
Clichés and mixed metaphors
worthy of Joh Bjelke-Petersen
abounded thanks to the talents
of the scriptwriters. The Oldies
Lament, to the tune of 9 to 5, bemoaned the raising of retirement
age to 95. Roar Oar allowed us
all to roar in a well-managed audience-participation number. Great
dance numbers included rap and
hip-hop.
Telstra Girl, cleverly written and
performed, had us crying with
mirth remembering the hours
we’ve spent trying to talk to call
centre robots. The old favourites
were there including the long-established tappers and a great finale number by Lisa Upson.
This year was, I think, more
musical than in the past and improved greatly by having guitar
and percussion in addition to the
piano, this providing the equiva-

lent of a small band. Performers in
some sketches wore radio microphones, which were used to good
effect.
A fun-packed, thoroughly enjoyable evening. Thank you WTC.
DAVID HOGG

HE country’s fiscal issues
have always been a little
over my head, so it was
wonderful, and actually
a great deal clearer, to have them
presented to us by overgrown toddlers.
Remembering your lines is a great
skill, added to that trying to explain
the financial issues of the day in
baby talk is – I was going to say
incomprehensible – but in fact, out
of the mouths of babes, quite the
opposite. References to the economy were scattered throughout the

Penny for your Follies, surrounded
by much hilarity.
This year, Richard Pengelley,
musical director, was joined by his
daughter Collette, who was choreographer for the production. She
created some great dance moves,
hip-hop in The Op Shop with Sid
Mathur and Let’s Get Fiscal, will be
well remembered.
As for Richard, he manages to
continue singing, while other cast
members are doing the strangest
things around him … and to him.
Me and Cheryl McGraw, Cheryl being the one cleaning out Richard’s
ears with her tongue, causing him
to almost lose track - and then you
get that beautiful smile, and he continues on.
Doggies dung kept appearing on
the bridge throughout the production. I am hoping this was a send-up
of irresponsible dog owners, but
maybe it was a send-up of those of
us who feel dog owners should be
more responsible.
Strip Down with Noelene Cooper,
playing a dear old lady with limited
knowledge of modern technology
(like me), starting to strip off, when
the young cashier says to her “strip
down” when paying for her shopping. It was hard to tell who was
more distressed - the young man or
the old lady!
It was another wonderful Follies,
written by the nuttiest writers and
under the direction of Adrian Rice
and Simone Kiefer, performed by a
marvellous cast covering a variety
of ages, genres, music and drama. It
is wonderful to see so many young
people getting involved.
On top of this, extra lines had to
be memorized in 72 hours by Richard, Lawrence, Tony, Peter and Emine, as Louise Phelan had to make
an urgent trip to the UK to be with
her ailing father.
Well done once again, everyone –
and all the best Louise.
BRIONY BOTTARELLI

Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS
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Mystic
river
ROLLING mist steams up
from the river into the cool
Autumn air. The wild ducks
complete the scene as they
effortlessly glide across the
water at Koornong.
Autumn is a time of
change, a part of nature’s cycle repeated each and every
year, green leaves fade into
russet and gold then flutter
to the ground. The valley’s
Sunday silence is interrupted by the sound of chainsaws as people prepare to
fight the ever-colder nights
with roaring log fires. Birds
make last minute repairs
to their winter nests and
tiger snakes curl up to sleep
until the warmth of spring
returns. The river loses it’s
summer colour of metallic
brown and returns to a muddy ochre as it becomes faster and wider with the onset
of heavy seasonal rain.
And once more, as the
Saturday siren blasts it’s
strident declaration of ‘game
on’, the mighty Bloods run
onto the footy ground as
they have every Autumn for
over 100 years – “We give it
all we’ve got for victory, we
are the good old Red and
White”.
To everything turn, turn,
turn and the rolling mist
steams up from the river
into the cooling Autumn air.
Words and picture:
BILL MCAULEY

White
wallaby
DURING a walk from the end
of Glynn’s Road down to the
river near the end of Pound
Bend tunnel recently, photographer David Purcell was
walking with his sister Michelle and on the lookout for
some shots of the Eastern
Grey Kangaroo that frequent
the area.
Michelle saw what looked
like a white tree stump
and was surprised to see it
move. It was a white wallaby
and fortunately David had
a powerful telephoto lens
on his camera and was able
to capture this photograph
of the rare animal before it
bounded into the thick bush.
Perhaps our readers can
help - is it an albino or a
species of white wallaby not
seen before? Let us know at
info@warrnadytediary.com.au
BILL MCAULEY

OPEN FOR DINNER SATURDAY NIGHTS Book a table: 9844 1322
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Festival of favourites
By LAURA DOGUET

THE much-anticipated Warrandyte
Festival has come and gone for
another year. The sun shone, the
arts were embraced and our royal
monarchs Cherry and Joff Manders
rode a pair of curious camels down
Yarra Street. It doesn’t get much
better than that!
Warrandytians gathered in their
thousands to enjoy the weekend
that trumps most out east. The
atmosphere was buzzing and it was
smiles all round as the spirit of the
festival took hold.
The festivities began with Battle
of the Bands on the Friday evening.
All bands were talented - their stage
presence was electric and the extent
to which they banged their heads
was admirable. AMIKO were lucky
enough to take out the title this year,
scoring a two-day recording contract
in a professional studio.
The iconic parade down Yarra
Street was a treat for everyone as
always. Special guests including Cr
Paul McLeish, the mayor of Manningham, and Cr Ken King, representing
the mayor of Nillumbik, enjoyed
prime viewing from the community
centre balcony. Warrandyte’s veteran MP, Ryan Smith, was there to
catch all the action too.
Our King and Queen were dressed
to impress in their regal attire, yet
still somehow managing to climb
atop their chosen camels. Fortunately, their royal steeds were
not spooked by the fire trucks or
bagpipes and our monarchs rode
forth safely … despite our Queen’s
“Kingsley” looking a little frazzled in
the early stages.
Of course, all of Warrandyte’s
favourite community groups and
services, sporting clubs and schools
also took part in the parade with
gusto. Well-known businesses Warrandyte Community Bank and Quinton’s IGA were in full festival spirit,
as well as the Warrandyte Theatre
Group standing out in their vibrant
costumes.
The 2015 theme Smart Arts became
increasingly apparent as many little
artists from Warrandyte Primary
and Anderson’s Creek emerged.
Equipped with their berets, palettes
or own artistic creations, these kids
were clearly ready for the big weekend ahead.
It’s hard not to appreciate the
cuteness of the local tots of Warrandyte’s kindergartens and preschools.
Crowded into the back of their trucks
turned floats, nothing was going to
stop them from waving enthusiastically to their families.
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
also embraced this year’s theme
through the acknowledgment and
celebration of Deborah Halpern’s
newly installed sculpture. Calling
themselves the Community Queen’s
of Shire, the ladies walked forward
with much grace and style.
Once again, Peter Norman drove
his blue 1954 Fordson Major. Peter
and his tractor represent the Diary
year after year and always do us
proud.
As the parade concluded, it was
time for everyone to head down to
Stiggants Reserve to engage in more
festival fun. The trickiest part was
FESTIVAL RESULTS
Billy Cart Derby
1st place
Dylan Reid in “Rat”
2nd place
Oakie Uehlmann in “Cherry Bomb”
3rd place
Will Drummond in “Black Terror”
Best cart
Serena Borg in “Phantom”
Best try
Heratio Yen in “My Toy”
Parents race Leo Reid in “Rat”
Community Garden’s Pumpkin Weight Competition
Winner		 Franz from Wonga Park
Guess		
23.40kg
Actual Weight 23.26kg
Best Dressed Duck
1st place
Storm Trooper Duck by Zane Ho from
Anderson’s Creek Primary School
2nd place
Swimming Duck by Sophie Haddock
from Wonga Park Primary School
3rd place
Twin Ducks (Frozen) by Anika and Ella
Woodward from Warrandyte Kinder
Duck Race
1st place
Luke Edgecombe from Warrandyte
Primary School
2nd place
Lisa Saric
3rd place
Jasmine Callahan from ACPS Pet
Parade
Biggest Dog
1st
‘Larry’

trying to figure out where to go and
what to do first!
Given the theme, art was certainly
abundant within the festival grounds.
The unmissable ‘Fat Ladies’ and their
companions the ‘Skinny Men’ were
back once more, continuing to draw
many admirers.
For curious young minds, ‘Smart
Arts Central’ was undoubtedly the
place to be. The workshop space was
transformed from a circus show to
a ukulele studio, to a drama theatre
and more. The amount of audience
participation and level of enthusiasm
within the crowd was infectious.
There was no shortage of artsy
activities and events within the
reser ve. Many stalls presented
opportunities for the kids to make
or engage with something creative,
such as paint a communal blank
canvas while waiting for your turn
to ride a camel, or colour a plaster
model to keep as a souvenir.
Keen young readers’ needs were
met as a beautiful tree adjacent the
main stage had picture books and
colourful pom poms hanging from
the branches. It looked majestic
and the novelty of it made it very
inviting. Somehow, reading a book
hanging from a tree becomes so
much more satisfying than reading
one ordinarily.
Other community stalls also embraced the festival’s smart arts
theme. The Warrandyte Uniting
Church offered simple but effective
plate decorating fun, while the Yarra
Warra Kinder gave the option to do
some cool bush-style threading.
A unique jewellery store ‘Name

2nd
‘Romeo’
3rd
‘Fly’
Smallest Dog
1st
‘Tuggy’
2nd
‘Maea’
3rd
‘Blair’
Waggiest Tail
1st
‘Milky’
2nd
‘Molly’
3rd
‘Lulu’
Best Groomed
1st
‘Hamish’
2nd
‘Gilbert’
3rd
‘Peppie’
Shaggiest Dog
1st
‘Hurley and Henry’
2nd
‘Toffee’
3rd
‘Basil’
Cutest Dog
1st
‘Tinkerbell’
2nd
‘Maggie’
3rd
‘Casame’
Most Appealing Eyes
1st
‘Georgie’
2nd
‘Gooba’
3rd
‘Marley’
Best Trained Dog
1st
‘Max and Maea’

Check out our video of the
Warrandyte Festival parade
www.warrandytediary.com.au

on a grain’ also sparked interest
and suited the festival theme. With
precision, the stall managers would
write a name or word on a tiny grain
of rice and encapsulate it within a
small transparent pendant. The dainty result made for a wonderful gift.
For that matter, gift opportunities
were everywhere: from soaps that
look good enough to eat to home
made terrariums and potted cacti.
While the kids were easily entertained, adults at the festival were
also well catered for with food, drink
and entertainment. It also offers a
chance to catch up with fellow Warrandytians and others.
Festival-goers were once again
spoilt for choice when it came to
food. The event embraced multiculturalism as reflected in the available food options. Take your pick
from Polish dumplings, Italian-style
woodfire pizza, French crepes, Dutch
poffertjes, authentic Indian curry, or
maybe the classic Slovenian kransky
in bread from the Warrandyte RSL.
Twistos, Korean-style twisted potatoes (those intriguing fried twists

2nd
‘Jimmy’
3rd
‘Tomoko’
Dog Most Like Its Owner
1st
‘Blair’
2nd
‘Maea’
3rd
‘Scooby’
Dog With The Most Appropriate Name
1st
‘Happy Gibert’ for making patients
happy.
2nd
‘Gemma’
3rd
‘Jester’ for living in a court.
Loudest Dog In Warrandyte
1st
‘Maea’
2nd
‘Blitz’
3rd
‘Marley’
Judge’s Choice - Best Dog in Show
1st
‘Ellie’
2nd
‘Blitz’
3rd
‘Markey’
Battle of the Bands
Winner: “AMIKO”
Parade Results
Most Warrandytish – Anderson’s Creek Primary
School
Most Imaginative – Warrandyte Primary School
Best Costume or Make Up – Warrandyte Theatre
Group
Most Colourful – Yarra Warra Preschool

on a stick), were another popular option, and one of those novelties you
almost feel obliged to eat in the spirit
of the festival - similar in that way
to the CFA’s famous hot jam donuts!
Once you made your all-important
food choice, the time came to pick
a stage and performer to listen and/
or boogie to. The music scene was
outstanding this year with a lot of
talent across both stages and days.
The riverbank stage featured a
diverse range of performers, from
the lovable one-man-band Uptown
Brown to cool indie rock band
Pinball Machine. Great sound and
enthusiasm all round.
The main stage of course gave all
the local schools a chance to shine,
but it was later in the evening when
the party really started.
Melbourne-based band Jakubi got
everyone up and dancing with their
unique mix of hip-hop, reggae, soul
and synthesised rhythms. Their
energy was contagious and created
a positive vibe.
After their performance, the band
posted on their Facebook page
(which has close to 20,000 likes)
that there was ‘somethin’ crazy in
the air last night [at the] Warrandyte Festival.’ Along with a video
of Stiggants Reserve going wild,
the guys also wrote: ‘Thank you so
much to everyone that came out and
destroyed that poor grass with us. So
much love!!!’ Cue all the young girls’
hearts to skip a beat!
A new acoustic tent also found its
place at the festival this year. The
performers Dan, Tom and Ruby sung
stripped back covers of songs as well

Best Overall – Warrandyte Childcare and Preschool
Superstars Encouragement Awards – Warrandyte
Community Church
Tennis – Radar Gun Top Serving Speeds
Seniors
Male		 Allan Newbury – 143km/hr
Female		 Judy Green – 88km/hr
Under 60
A family affair!
Male		 Craig Robison – 149km/hr
Female		 Tasmin Miles – 107km/hr
Under 50
Male		
Female		
Under 35
Male		
Female		
Under 21
Male		
Female		
Under 18
Male		
Female		
Under 16
Male		
Female		

Glenn McColl – 189km/hr
Karia Blakemore – 136km/hr
Tulloch Greeve – 206km/hr
Nadia Harding – 131km/hr

Dylan Mayo – 187km/hr
Cassie Robison – 123km/hr
Cooper Gurney – 130km/hr
Imogen M – 120km/hr
Harper Dehlmann – 147km/hr
Ruby Bradford – 136km/hr

as original material. Their music was
a delight.
Warrandyte High School’s dog
show and pet parade was a hit as
always with no shortage of cute pups
under the big red top. Much to the
amusement of the audience, many
pets got distracted when attempting
to perform their best trick. But Claire
Bloom was always sure to console
owners and pets with an encouraging
“good try”.
Simultaneously, the tension was
building over at the annual billy cart
derby. This year saw various well-designed vehicles, including a new type
of cart, the reverse three-wheeler. As
competitors were narrowed down,
the onlooking crowd continued their
enthusiastic support - in particular,
the always-loud ‘CherryBomb’ cheer
squad, who made sure everyone
knew who they were rooting for.
While there were a few close calls,
everything ran smoothly and there
were no major collisions. St John’s
Ambulance Service, in conjunction
with the trusty mulch pile, stood by
regardless to ensure the safety of
all drivers.
If you have an interest in our town’s
past, hopefully you were able to
make it to John Hanson’s historical
gold mine tour. John’s vast knowledge about our town’s founding gold
miners was fascinating as always,
and after a number years the tour
remains popular among Warrandytians and visitors alike.
When it comes to wacky Warrandyte traditions, the iconic annual
duck race is right up there. The tension was building on the riverbank as
onlookers counted down from 10 to
the release of the decorated ducks.
Three, two, one… and the race was
on! Tension subsides as the ducks
float slowly downstream. Duck owners follow their progression from the
riverbank, hoping their ducks took
out the title.
Other market and community service stalls also made their annual
appearance.
The CFA had a strong presence as
usual, offering food, drink and information about the continued need
for fire safety coming into the winter
months. Many took the challenge of
squirting the fire hose in an attempt
to hit the target, or hugging it out
with the life-size smoke detector.
Furthermore, what would the
Warrandyte Festival be without the
Eltham Steam and Stationary Engine
Preservation Society? Or Woodcraft
Manningham? Or the Scouts’ Giant
Waterslide? These are the golden
treasures that you look forward to
seeing each year. Their presence
evokes feeling of nostalgia for many.
As the festival drew to a close, we
returned home tired and foot-sore
but with fond memories of the weekend that was.
It is important to acknowledge all
the hard work and preparation that
went towards bringing the festival
to life. A big thankyou and well done
to the wonderful festival committee,
the emergency service teams and
everyone else who graciously volunteered their time. Once again, they
coordinated another fantastic event.
Your efforts do not go unnoticed!
Until next year…

Under 14
Male		 Alistair Rodwell – 131km/hr
Female		 Ella Murray – 77km/hr
Under 10
Male		 Nick Felicissimo – 124km/hr
Female		 Summer Kienhuis - 63km/hr
Kid’s Market Results
There were 55 fantastic stalls this year – a record
attendance!
Colourful Awards: Mai & Misha and Mia & Emily
from Warrandyte Primary School, and Katya &
Anika and Madison & Anika from Anderson’s Creek
Primary School.
Environmental Awards: Warranwood Primary
students and Brandon from Warrandyte Primary
School.
Creative Awards: Lindsay, Cleo & Natasha from
Warrandyte Primary School and Anderson’s Creek
Primary School, Matilda & Hamish from Carey and
Emma & Ethan from Warrandyte Primary School.
‘Awesome’ and ‘Outstanding’ certificates were
presented to all the talented and hard working stall
holders, so everyone was a winner!
We also had over 70 kids enter the Jellybean Races - so many we ran out of Jellybeans! Every racer
received a bag of beans and a certificate.

LOST PROPERTY
The lost property collection from the Warrandyte
Festival is overflowing with items including: jackets, vests, T-shirts, drink bottles, baby blankets,
sunglasses, a pair of runners, an insulin pen, picnic
rug, jewellery items, hats belonging to babies,
children and adults alike and one children’s gum
boot. Those missing any items should call Carolyn
on 0411 789 922.
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Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS and BILL MCAULEY
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Say hello to our M
Warrandyte has long been a great home for the arts.
Now there’s a new breed of artists. They are the mumpreneurs.
Super-talented and bursting with creativity, these feisty mums
are harnessing their skills and building new and flexible
businesses, all from home. LARA McKINLEY meets five

The GLASS ARTIST: Andrea Glueck
ArtHaus Melbourne: One-off glass-art, hand-crafted, fused glass tableware
and decorations. The pieces are full-of-life, colour and just a touch of magic.
Mostly sells at: LAM collective in Warrandyte.
Family: Hugo, Oscar and husband Richard.
Studio space: Peaceful and streamlined, even though it’s half-finished.

The ILLUSTRATOR: Paula Mills
Business: Sweet William. Hand-drawn fine-art prints and stationary.
Bright, pretty prints, full of whimsy and a dash of intellect.
Mostly sells: online and markets
Family: Lia, Rosie, Liberty and husband Pete.
Studio space: Double-windowed delight with a huge inspiration board.
“I started the business with my sister in 2008. She said, ‘There’s this
amazing place called Etsy. You should check it out’.
“So we put up a paper pack, and it sold. We just did it to see each other — she was in Wellington, I was in Melbourne. When we first did it,
we had a big, squealy session at the airport.
“We started small with community markets. Then started to do bigger ones and that really built the business. Now it’s mostly online. It’s
been an amazing growth curve. Melbourne has really embraced creativity.
“I lost my identity going from one to two babies. Man, it was horrendous, all the feeding and wiping. I had post-natal depression and
thought, ‘Who am I?’
“I had to work out who I am and what I need to do to be a good mum
and wife. I know I need three things: solitude, creativity and exercise.
“It’s really true: happy wife, happy life. The same goes for mummy.
That’s what I say to women: keep your hand in, even just a tiny finger.
Take baby steps, but don’t lose yourself. “
More: sweetwilliamprints.com.au

“I have worked with glass now over many years. I used to work with clay
and made murals. One day I used glass in a mural. I haven’t worked with
clay since. Since that first time, I fell in love.
“That was four years ago. I love creating, I love expressing myself
through glass. I love the colours, love the vibrancy.
“I need to use my hands, I go mad if I don’t. I need to create. I have
always done it, but I stopped when I came to Australia. [Andrea is from
Germany]
“I have always had creativity. But I lost it, and now have found it again.
First in clay and now with glass and steel. I don’t have enough time, but
when I do it I am absolutely happy, almost in a meditative state.
“I make big, decorative pieces and a range of glass tableware. It’s all
hand-made and all are single, unique pieces.
“When I sold my first piece, I didn’t believe it. I thought it was a joke —
an act of favour. [But now] I absolutely love it.”
More: www.facebook.com/arthausmelbourne
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r Mumpreneurs
The REPURPOSER:
Louise Oosthuizen

The Naturalist: 19th century collectables and ephemera, repurposed
into quirky new pieces. Think beautiful cacti in vintage tea-cups and
collages of prints and feathers.
Mostly sells at: Big Melbourne-based design markets like Finders
Keepers.
Family: Ruby, Zande and husband Al.
Studio space: Like a museum, but cooler and more tactile.
“My business started almost two years ago; it has the feel of a cabinet of curiosities, a naturalist’s desk. It started off with my collection,
really. Vintage pieces I’ve always loved,” Louise says.
“When I first started I was really nervous putting myself out there.
It was such a personal thing. ‘Will people like my bugs and bones and
what not?’
“You do get some people who don’t get it. It’s not their cup of tea,
and that’s cool. It’s a really personal thing. But people are lovely and
encouraging.
“It’s a bit of a thrill making things that people love and buy. The
kids think it’s cool. Ruby loves helping at the markets, and Zande —
he’s my collector.
“[Before I started the business] I found it really frustrating. I just
got stuck doing house stuff. Cooking was a creative outlet, and this
just expanded it.
“Now I just spend hours in the studio. It really makes me happy. I
love giving old stuff a new life.”
More: www.thenaturalistmelbourne.blogspot.com.au

The SEWING QUEEN: Nalena Piu
Wintu: Gorgeous, crafty handbags made with a mix of recycled fabrics and
leather; hand-made knits and clothes. It’s all stylish and super-practical.
Mostly sells at: Warrandyte, Yarra Glen and Mornington markets.
Family: Talise, Dante and husband Mark.
Studio space: Chaotic Aladdin’s cave of vintage fabrics, awaiting transformation.
“I’ve been running Wintu since Talise was 10 months old; nearly six
years,” Nalena tells the Diary. “Before that I was a mobile phone expert, I
wrote training manuals, so this was pretty different to what I used to do.
“I decided I didn’t want to go back — I wanted to be with my daughter,
I was just so in love — and they offered me a redundancy. It worked out
really well. Mark found a huge thing of upholstery and we bid for it. We
got the lot and I thought, ‘Oh! I can make handbags!’
“It was a month before the Mothers’ Day market and I just sewed and
sewed. I went to that market with 35 bags and came away with five. I
thought, ‘Oh my god! This is really cool!’
“I had no clue what I was doing, but it’s just ended up as a business.
I don’t make huge amounts, but I get to be with the kids and I get to
socialize. I love my kids, but I have struggled as a mother. I get really
stressed if I’m not making something, doing something, have some outlet.
“Now the kids come in for a cuddle while I sew.”
More: wintu.com.au

The DESIGNER: Lisa Male-Robertson
Business: Mrs Fox Jewellery. Artful, colour-driven jewellery made from natural,
semi-precious gemstones. It’s pretty
bold, definitely designed to draw attention.
Sells mostly at: TarraWarra Museum of
Art.
Family: Evie, step-daughters Lulu and
Tahlia, husband Doug.
Studio space: Pirate treasure cave in a
rustic cottage-shed.
“My pieces are quite dramatic and theatrical. They are made to put on a show,
like a spectacular pair of stilettos —
more like little pieces of art, not fashion.
“I was a trained actor. When I decided
to let acting go, I wanted to manifest
my creativity in another way. I’d always
loved jewellery making, so it was a natural progression. And it was a really good
thing as a mum. I got to work kinder
hours and be at home.
“I started when TarraWarra first hosted the Archibald, about four and a half years ago. There were
40,000 people who went through; a fantastic way to
get exposure. And I’ve been there ever since, so that’s
great.
“What I do is I go to a supplier and see what they’ve
got that’s cool. Then I get everything out on the table
and sit and play.

“All the pieces have little stories and I enjoy the difficulty in constructing them; all the placements and
mechanics that hold them together.
“There is something really nice when you put in every effort to make something. And not only do people
like it, they give you money for it.
“It’s a magical, delightful feeling. I really like it. I still
get a lovely buzz.”
More: mrsfoxjewellery.com.au
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Act NOW on
Climate Change
What did you
do about
Climate Change
grandpa?

facebook.com/warrandytecan

Ryan Smith mp
Advertisement

State Member for Warrandyte

to Warrandyte Cricket Club
- Wilkins Cup Premiers 2014/15

Serving our community
Ryan Smith

Suite 2, 1020 Doncaster Road, Doncaster East 3109

9841 5166

Authorised by Ryan Smith MP, 2/1020 Doncaster Road, Doncaster East

www.ryansmith.com.au
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Medieval magic
By PAT ANDERSON

WARRANDYTE’S Mechanics Institute will come alive with music and
colour from 14th century Europe in a
program entitled Dancing to Paradise
on Sunday May 10.
The costumed performers will be
the Rippon Lea Dancers and the
Early Music Consort of Melbourne.
The Consort, formed in 1973, has one
of the largest collections of historic
instruments in Australia and is sometimes called the Music Museum.
The performers are coming at the
invitation of Warrandyte Mechanics
Institute and Arts Association.
This will be a rare opportunity to
see and hear these performers locally. Both groups perform regularly for
a series of concerts staged by Brighton Bay Council and also in Warragul,
and this established schedule rarely
allows for appearances elsewhere.
Program director Helga Hill inspected our local hall and was
impressed. “Warrandyte Mechan-

ics Institute seems to have a great
acoustic and we look forward to
hearing the ‘medieval sound’ in the
venue,” Helga said.
A portative (table) organ, Saracen
and Arabian lutes and a Hurdy Gurdy
will be among the rare types of musical instrument on display. Of special
interest to recorder players will be
a set of instruments based on an
original from 1300 that was recently
found under a house in Dordrecht
in Holland.
And historic instruments will not
be the only highlight of the presentation. In a program titled Dancing
to Paradise, the Rippon Lea Dancers
will perform some of the earliest
dances known in the Western World.
Most of the dances will come from
surviving records in early Christian
churches where dancing played an
important part in the liturgy, especially at Easter when dances of Death
and Resurrection were common.
Dance patterns can still be found

in the floor tiles of a number of European cathedrals. There were dances
performed around the graves of departed loved ones, circle dances to
represent the angels in eternity and
dances that took performers through
the gates of heaven.
According to program director
Helga, the combination of medieval
sound, movement and costume can
amount to a mystical experience.
“This is not just another concert,”
she said. “We will be aiming to create
an atmosphere and an impression
rarely found elsewhere”.
For more info about this event to
take place at 2.30pm on Sunday May
10 call 9844 3442. Please be seated
on time as the performers will enter
through the hall. Admission will be
$20, $15 concession, $40 family.
Tickets will be available at the door,
but people are advised to pre-book
for this rare event by visiting www.
trybooking.com/HDKC

Jack of hearts
Rubbing shoulders with a giant of music: Fireball commitee members
Dinah Ward and Julie Quinton had a close encounter with John Farnham before his concert recently. Big night out for locals, page 29.

A Grand night out for a read and a poem or two
By MICHELLE PINI

THIS year’s Grand Read event
continued the 18-year tradition of
a great night out in Warrandyte at
the Grand Hotel last month.
Once again, those who expected
a staid bookish evening may have
been disappointed as the mood
was high, the entertainment lively
and the subjects often risqué.
Internationally acclaimed Alex
Skovron’s multi-layered verse and
mastery of language held the room
enthralled and examples of his
Yet More Mutant Proverbs, which
included such sage advice as: “The
early bird slept in”, “The other
man’s grass was much stronger”
and “He who laughs last must be a
bit slow”, lightened the mood.
Guest recitals included the richly

metaphorical work of Lisa Jacobsen, a short story by John Jenkins
in which formal language and
etiquette collide with modern technology, and a presentation by the
Diary’s own Scott Podmore on his
book, Conversation with Mediums,
in which he told of his personal
journey to find his own “truth”.
Helen Lucas, who referred to
herself as a “hipster spinster”, gave
edgy and amusing excerpts of her
work including a piece which attempted to redefine the ‘c’ word, as
well as a poem about her mother
who “knitted and sewed herself
into history”.
Resident Diary poet Karen
Throssell recited a piece about the
month of January where “We can
smell the roses, resolve to smell

the roses, or, at least, see the roses”; and the beautiful poem, Green,
dedicated to her mother, in which
three generations of 21st celebrations illustrate the coming-of-age in
diverse eras.
A hilarious and moving array of
poetry was once again provided by
Sandy Jeffs. She delivered a powerful and privileged glimpse into
the world of mental illness through
poems such as Alice in Larundeland, as well as a hilarious piece
in which her poetic license gets
revoked for, among other things,
“failing to stop at a full stop” and
getting her “monosyllabic foot
caught in [her] mouth”.
Wendy Fleming took the audience
on a wild emotional ride managing
to induce uproarious laughter be-

fore reducing many in the room to
tears, seemingly without pausing
for breath. She recited the hilariously acerbic commentary on
contemporary life Lycra Man and
followed with The Day I Decided to
Sort My Sock Drawer – a beautiful
and poignant piece about love and
excruciating personal loss underscored in the mundane tasks of
ordinary experience.
Another highlight was the wistful
bush poetry of Eltham’s Laurie
Webb, whose beautifully lyrical
verse, performed from memory,
transported the audience to days
of yore while resonating contemporary relevance and warmth.
Lawrie told the Diary: “Australian
history is close and touchable –
you can touch it, see it and talk to

it.” He considers his recitations,
which usually communicate someone’s personal story, to be a serious business.
“There’s a huge weight of responsibility to ensure that the personal
feelings of the people in the stories, as well as the facts, are translated,” he said.
Made famous by poets such as
Banjo Patterson and Henry Lawson,
bush poetry, which helped shape
the Australian identity, will hopefully continue to do so in the hands of
storytellers like Lawrie Webb.
The intimately thought-provoking and highly entertaining Grand
Read, organised by Warrandyte
Neighbourhood House, is a mustdo event on Warrandyte’s social
calendar.
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Visit our website vanillaorchid.com.au print out
the drawing. Use your imagination to colour Vanilla Orchid.

2
3

Be sure to put your name, address and contact on the back.
Mail to us, or pop it under the door. Competition closes 29 April.

The winner will receieve a $50 Vanilla Orchid voucher and a copy of
Duncan’s Thai Kitchen DVD. Entrants must be under 12 years of age.

OPEN
Tues to Sat, 5.30pm to 10pm
Sunday, 11am to 10pm
Dine In and Takeaway
Licensed and BYO (wine only)
188 Yarra Street, Warrandyte (opposite the Bakery)
9844 5778 | www.vanillaorchid.com.au
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Bali bonanza

Diary goes global ... send us your travel photos
The Diary headed up north in the suitcase
belonging to the Applebys recently as they
travelled to the Tiwi Islands footy grand final
on Bathurst Island.
“For the record, the game was won by the
Walama Football Club beating the Pumarali boys by two points,” Peter Appleby, the
Grand Hotel’s manager told the Diary. Here
Peter’s pictured with a few of the locals making sure they’re kept up to date with all the
happenings in Warrandyte.
Meanwhile, our mighty Murrays, Janette
and Alan, were in LA recently to speak at the
World Vegan Summit (right) and took some
time out to get a snap with our beloved paper
before talking duties. The marathon runners
are heading up north to do the final filming of
RAW – the documentary about their incredible adventures with raw food and running a
marathon a day for a year.
“We’ll be taking the short film to Cannes Film
Festival in France in May so will send a picture from the red carpet,” Janette assured us.
Keep sending your Diary Goes Global entries
to info@warrandytediary.com.au with a brief
description of your travel adventures and full
names and be in the running to win the annual prize of a weekend stay in a luxury cabin
for you or your friends at Crystal Brook Tourist
Park.
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The Diary called upon
local resident ADRIAN
RICE to be our guest
travel writer this month
and share his experiences
and photos of Burma.
HY do I keep returning to Burma?
There are numerous
places to visit and
see. Sights and sites,
wondrous temples and fascinating
mix of cultures. The country is
also wrestling with a democracy
movement and, while it is hardly
nascent, it has only begun to make
inroads into the military monopoly.
I’ve been travelling independently
to Burma since 1982 when I first
went with my wife and two friends.
In those days you could only stay
for seven days and to say a trip was
a whirlwind would be understating it somewhat. Arrival at each
destination would be immediately
followed by booking the next leg
of the trip as you could only book
point to point and not onwards.
From the mid-late 1980s Burma
was off limits as far as I was concerned with the military dictatorship suppressing opposition and
imprisoning Aung San Suu Kyi,
then in late 2010 it began to change
treading slowly towards an attempt
at more inclusive politics. Nowadays, a 28-day tourist visa allows
almost sedate travel which is just
as well as some of our bus journeys
have been well in excess of nine
hours.
I could use Churchill’s quote “it is
a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma”, (used to describe
Russia) and equally appropriate
for Burma or Myanmar as it was
renamed by the ruling military
government in 1989. The blend
of ethnic minorities with Burman
majority and significant numbers of
Indians gives the country a unique
edge. In some places maybe too
edgy and some places are still off
limits or to be avoided.
Everywhere else the hospitality in tea shops and bus stations, cafes
and countryside - is always genuine
and helpful. Unlike many destinations the harassment from touts is
low key with few vendors crossing
the line from attempting to make
a buck to harassment. The official
government slogan on hoardings
in every town (that we allowed to
visit) read “Warmly Welcome and
Take Care of Tourists.” They are
redundant; the welcome is warm
everywhere regardless of official
exhortations.
There are temples and pagodas,
fascinating colonial era buildings, ancient cities and stunning
mountain scenery on one side,
untouched beaches on another.
Buddhism and native beliefs clash
and ultimately merge to create a
mainly pious population. However,
deep seated superstitions continue
to be exhibited throughout society
from Buddhist families who donate
money to snakes in temples to the
previous president who when told
by a fortune teller he risked assassination shot his own reflection in
a mirror to fulfill the deed of “being
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Return to Burma

Have a haircut on holiday. It’s an experience, especially when the barber’s
salon is a tree, his clippers lack oil and leave burn marks and the only model he has for a western haircut seems to have been George Orwell. How he
managed to see through those cataracts I’ll not know!

This photo was taken in 2012 and would have been impossible a few
months prior. Any open displays of support of Aung San Suu Kyi would
have resulted in a beating and possible imprisonment. Then street sellers
saw another opportunity to turn a trick.

shot”. (And you thought that Baldrick carving his name in a bullet
was silly!)
As a tourist it is generally only
possible to get a superficial account of what life is really like
in Burma. One needs to stay or
return to places, a rewarding habit
we have got into. On a second
visit to the old British capital of
Moulmein (now Mawlamyine)

the equivalent of 70 cents a week it
wasn’t surprising.
While the “must see” sites in
Burma are obvious destinations,
the chance encounters with locals
practicing their English and getting
off the beaten track are the moments we hold dear.
The Shwedagon Pagoda in Yangon
is simply the most awe inspiring
manmade structure I have seen.

we met again the old ethnic Karen guide who had worked as a
telegraphic officer in the far southern city of Dawei. He poured us
tea and ventured to tell us why he
wasn’t so happy.
Staple foods had risen in price,
tourism was not rising as he’d
hoped, there was less work and
his government pension was not
keeping up. Since this amounted to

The plains of Bagan and thousands
of temples built by a succession
of Kings seeking merit are an awesome spectacle requiring a good
three days to cycle around. There
are numerous other marvelous
sights too but don’t forget to sit in
a tea shop and while away the time.
Allow a local student or retired
teacher to join you and delve into
local life a little.

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
n Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
n Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
n We host local birthday parties!
n Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
n Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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Warran Glen by the lake
review
By RUTH BIRCH

STROLLING along the path
from the nursery to the cafe
at Warran Glen Garden Centre, one could be forgiven for
thinking they had just wandered into a quaint Japanese
garden.
Crossing a small bridge over
the duck-filled lake, the view
of colourful maples lining
the banks as the autumn sun
shimmers through the foliage
and hits the playful ducks on
the water is the perfect way to
start a Warrandyte weekend.
If you have thought ahead
and reserved a table on the
balcony, the elevated view
easily rivals that of the botanical gardens or Melbourne
boathouse cafes.
A crisp, sunny dining room
with high ceilings and polished floorboards entices
visitors, as do the aromas
of seasonal produce being
prepared in the kitchen. At
the rear, a surprisingly large
undercover al fresco area
hosts Saturday night dinners
and events on special occasions. Valentine’s Day and
the upcoming Mother’s Day
lunch here are hugely popular
thanks to the romantic and
local setting.
The breakfast menu lists
usual cafe fare with an Italian
twist, such as Napoli poached
eggs complete with Napoli
sauce, treccia mozzarella and
basil, or the Tuscan poached
eggs with prosciutto, buffalo
mozzarella and truffle oil.
Lunch includes an assortment of lighter options such
as soups, sandwiches and foccacias. For those with a big-

ger appetite, heartier dishes
such as Roman chicken with
creamy polenta, Greek lamb,
paella and spiced duck breast
are popular options, along
with the ever-changing tasty
pastas and risottos that make
up the specials board. For a
sweet ending, dainty homemade cakes and sweets with
double cream and raspberry
coulis perfectly complete the
dining experience.
For the littlies, a very reasonably priced kids menu
is available and the popular

combo pack even includes a
bag of feed for the ducks!
The focus is on fresh here,
evident by the lush, thriving
kitchen garden packed with
all sorts of healthy herbs
and veggies. In keeping with
the garden theme, even a
beautiful old bird bath has
been converted into a shallow
planter pot, overflowing with
ripe and juicy strawberries.
The first meal on this particularly sunny March day was
the delicious saganaki which
was perfectly rich, salty and

generous in size, served in a
hot pan with sourdough and
butter. Fish of the day was
a fillet of mouth-watering
barramundi, paper-baked
with lemon, tomato, salt and
pepper and complemented
with a fresh, crispy salad
and a side of hot chips. The
hearty vegetarian risotto of
peas, broccoli, cauliflower
and a hint of blue cheese,
seasoned with salt and pepper
and topped with watercress
was the perfect example of
comfort food and is sure to
hit the spot in the upcoming
colder months.
Somewhat famous around
these parts, the much anticipated open steak sandwich
with sautéed mushrooms, bacon and melted cheese boasted an authentic char-grilled
flavour and the spicy tomato
chutney and side chips and
salad completed the dish.
Drinks including old style
soda spiders as well as milkshakes and juices offer refreshment, as well as organic
teas for those looking to unwind. Those wanting to really
indulge can enjoy local and
imported beers and plenty of
locally sourced sparkling, red
and white wines by the glass
or bottle.
Serving great food in an absolutely stunning setting and
with friendly and welcoming
service to match, the Warran
Glen Cafe is the perfect hidden spot for a much-needed
time-out.
For those who have not yet
checked it out, it is sure to
become a new favourite.
Bookings recommended.
373 Ringwood-Warrandyte
Rd, Warrandyte.
Phone: 9844 1322
www.warranglen.com.au

It’s gold for
Warran Glen at
garden show
WARRAN Glen Garden Centre achieved the prestigious
honour of scoring a Gold Medal for their garden display
at this year’s Melbourne International Flower and Garden
Show.
The title of the garden display was “Resonate” - designed
by Vivid Design (the amazing Caroline Blackman) and constructed by Semken Landscaping.
Proud Warran Glen full-timer Graeme Bent is pictured
with the award.

JOIN NOW AND RECEIVE A

Support your
local footy team
Finally the whites have all been put on mothballs and the footy
season is here. Come on down and support the Warrandyte
Junior Football Club. Home games are played weekly at
Warrandyte Reserve.
Check out our website for further details

www.warrandytejfc.org
And like us on Facebook
New players welcome

CARNA BLOODS!!!

FREE BIO SCAN
PROVIDING ESSENTIAL DATA
FOR WEIGHT LOSS AND
FITNESS PROGRAMS.
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Total Body Weight
Skeletal Muscle
Total Body Water
Percentage Body Fat
Waist hip ratio (WHR)
BMI (Body Mass Index)
Basal Metabolic Rate

Jetts Doncaster East
The Pines Shopping Centre,181 Reynolds Road, Doncaster East
T. 9842 4861 E. doncastereast@jetts.com.au JETTS.COM.AU
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WPS ‘famous’ in Japan
By TRACEY MAILE

IN March this year several Warrandyte Primary School students
participated in a Skype session with
a Grade 6 class at Ono Elementary
School, which is located in the
mountains near Kobe, Japan.
The school met these students
by chance last year during the WPS
Japan Tour 2014. They were on a
school excursion to Hiroshima at
the same time we were visiting.
Japanese school students often
have to conduct a small interview
in English when they are on school
excursions, and in small groups
they have to approach a foreigner
at one of the major sights with some
prepared questions. Approaching a
group of primary school students
from Australia is obviously a lot less
intimidating for Japanese school
students than having to approach
adult foreign tourists, so the WPS
students were very popular with
Japanese school groups.
After asking a few questions in English, the Japanese students would
give our students little thank you
gifts such as origami and bookmarks
they had made and, in exchange,
our students were able to give them
postcards we had printed before we
left Australia, with all our photos
on it and an invitation in Japanese
for their school to get in contact

Cultural exchange: Warrandyte Primary School students had a lovely connection with Ono Elementary students.

with us.
One of the school groups WPS met
in Peace Park, Hiroshima (near Sadako’s Memorial where we had just
hung our origami paper cranes) was
the Grade 6 class from Ono Elementary School near Kobe.
After we returned to Australia, we
received a letter from their English
teacher, Gavin Sato, who was originally from New Zealand. Gavin said
that the Ono Elementary students
had never seen foreigners before
and the interaction with our students at Peace Park that afternoon
was the highlight of their excursion

to Hiroshima. Apparently it was
all they could talk about for weeks
afterwards.
Gavin and the Grade 6 classroom
teacher Omukai-sensei were keen to
establish some sort of contact with
our students and after an exchange
of letters and Christmas cards we
decided to attempt a Skype session
last term.
Sixteen WPS students from Grades
3 to 6 volunteered to participate
and each prepared and practised
sentences in Japanese as well as
bringing along something interesting to Show and Tell in English.

Omukai-sensei was also keen to sing
a song together and he suggested
Let It Go from the movie Frozen.
A dozen of our WPS Grade 1 and 2
students volunteered to come and
sing the song in English as part of
the Skype session.
When we turned on the whiteboard and connected to Skype, we
were surprised to see quite a lot
of adults standing at the back of
the classroom in Japan. It turned
out that our little Skype session
was a major event, with the school
principal, senior teachers, the local
government representative and sev-

eral local print and radio journalists
attending.
In groups of 4 or 5, students in both
countries took turns to say their
sentences in the target languages
and then introduced their Show and
Tell item or performance.
The Japanese student performances included calligraphy, big maths
calculations solved using Soroban
(a traditional Japanese abacus),
Kendo (a Japanese martial art using
long bamboo swords) and karate.
Our Show and Tell items included
a cricket bat (with a nod to Gavin’s
New Zealand cricket team’s success
a month earlier against Australia in
the World Cup) and a demonstration
of a washboard and spoons from the
WPS Bushband.
However, the highlight was showing a bag of kangaroo “poo” pellets,
which caused a major stir in the
Ono Elementary classroom when
Gavin translated what it was into
Japanese.
To finish the Skype session, our
Grade 1/2 students sang Let it Go
beautifully in English and the Japanese students then sang it to us in
Japanese.
We made it into three local newspapers and it turns out that Warrandyte Primary School is now
‘famous’ in a small rural town in the
mountains near Kobe, Japan.

Strong hearts all round for a dream experience
By MICHELLE LAMBERT

AS a part of the community’s Fireball fundraising gala event at Olivigna in October
last year, a live auction delivered some
truly unique prizes, including a once in a
lifetime experience for the fortunate six
locals who won the chance to be the envy
of many.
Those winners are locals Brad and Eve
Hatfield, Steve and Sandra Gilbert, Fluer

Warren and Jodie Nott. The team of six
last week started their adventure with a
pre-concert champagne lunch donated by
Olivigna.
They then had a return stretch limousine
from Olivigna to Rod Laver Arena – courtesy of Affinity Limos, who thoughtfully
placed signage on the windows of the beautiful vehicle in honour of the Fireball event
and CFA.

Once at the venue the six locals experienced a meet and greet with Aussie icons
Oliva Newton John and John Farnham, a
treat most of us could only dream about.
Thanks to John and Talent Works, they received Platinum tickets to the Two Strong
Hearts concert at Rod Laver Arena, where
John and Olivia performed with the Farnham band and a 60-piece orchestra.
They finished the evening by taking their

limousine home full of concert memorabilia, photos, autographs from Olivia and
John plus heads spinning from priceless
memories.Like many others these individuals made a significant contribution towards
the fundraiser by purchasing the prize.
Once again the local CFAs thanked the
community for their support for about
$60,000 that was raised towards a new
tanker.

Like us on Facebook at

www.facebook.com/warrandytediary
Stay updated, five for Friday, videos, funnies and lots more
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The Purple
Dragonfly

April 2015

Yoga, Meditation &
Creative Dance

MIND, BODY & SOUL

YOGA CLASSES

Adults, Kids and Seniors
10 non-consecutive deal $170
or casual $25
(special investment for seniors)
256 Yarra St, Warrandyte

9844 5294

or email – jane@
thepurpledragonfly.com.au

Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children

BHAVA YOGA & DANCE CENTRE

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

9844 1128

bhavacentre@gmail.com

WARRANWOOD
GARDENS

We specialise in:
n Mowing (including ride-on)
n Landscaping & Maintenance
n Garden Cleanups
n Large acreage – fire risk
material – clearance

ALL YO
HOME & G UR
ARDEN
NEEDS

Your local garden maintenance provider

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT DAVID
9876 2561(AH) 0407 762 561 Email: tuckerd.starguard@bigpond.com

TOM KERKHOF

TELEVISION
Servicing the area for 40 years

Dr Stuart Turner (B.V.Sc.)
& Associates
Lwr Cnr Melbourne Hill &
Houghton Rds, Warrandyte
Consultation by Appointment

Phone 9844 3071

NEW WEEKEND HOURS
SATURDAY 8–4 SUNDAY 10–12

DIGITAL Televisions,
Stereo Systems, DVDs,
Digital Set Top Box Systems,
New Digital Television
Set-ups

Phone 9844 3970
Mobile 0408 175 274
27 Mitchell Ave, Warrandyte

ACT GLOBALLY SHOP LOCALLY

Specialising in Restoration of Classic Bikes & Cars
Randal Gibson
0416 164 421
randal@relive.net.au

20 Rudolf Crt
Ringwood North

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

Oh the stress: time for a
holiday after organising one
RGANISING to go
away is always
fraught. First is
making the decision
about where to go.
This is always a compromise
between ‘I really want to go
there!’ and ‘Where can we
afford to go?’
The answer to this is also
complicated by the possible
weather implications. If you
fly overseas and want a stopover, it’s pounds to peanuts
that you’ll need clothing ranging from budgie smugglers
to a fur-lined jumpsuit. No
problem if you have a gigantic
suitcase and both the Arnie
muscles to manhandle it and
the appropriate weight allowance on the plane.
The next issue to be resolved is whether our friend
can mind our dog, Monty.
It’s usually a juggling match
between when our friend
and we want to go away. This
invariably means planning a
year or so ahead.
Anyway, all this had been
resolved and Herself had
been on the computer talking
via Mr Google about things
to do and see in the various
locations we were thinking of
visiting. The result produced
reams of home-printed pages
of advice, warnings, recommendations and ‘must dos’.
While Herself was beavering
away at all the nuts and bolts
of the trip, my role was to be
the Devil’s Advocate.
“Do we really need to go
anywhere?
“But it’s so expensive!”

kibbled
“I’ll get around
to looking at
what you’ve
planned after
I tidy my sock
drawer.”
“Wouldn’t ‘cheap and cheerful’ be fun this year?”
“I’ll get around to looking at
what you’ve planned after I
tidy my sock drawer.”
Unfortunately, my assumption about my role in the
whole trip thing was wrong.
Evidently, I was to be ‘seriously involved’ in the planning.
Being a changed man, I
accompanied Herself to the
travel agent and listened attentively as she and the agent
organised the critical path
program we were to follow
on the lead-up to and the execution of the aforementioned
‘holiday’. At the end of the
duologue, I handed over the
VISA card and we drove home.
“Now that’s done we really
need to get down to some
serious planning!”
“But I thought that’s what
we did when we went to the
travel agent?”

Need help?

Onsite Computer Repairs for Home and Business
Experienced Technicians

We come to you
Phone 1300 264 552

“Oh no! That’s just the start.
We’ve got to think about clothing, additional accommodation at the end of the tour and
currency.”
Which is where the Euros
come into it. Most of the countries we were to pass through
used the Euro and it always
best to take the currency
rather than exchange money.
Even with a credit loaded
travel card, you have to plan
against the theft of the card, a
faulty ATM and any ‘unknown
contingency’ destined to ruin
the holiday experience. So, we
needed cash.
“The exchange rate for the
Euro is quite good at the moment. Be a good idea if we got
some for our trip next year.
I’ll go to the Post Office and
get some.”
Why the Post Office?”
“Because they give the same
rate but don’t charge commission!”
So there we were. Twelve
months to go and we had
Monty booked in, the flights
booked, the tour finalised and
we had a stash of Euros ready.
I had been given the job of
storing the money, securely,
in the safe. Herself had done
a fabulous job and I felt proud
of her organisational skill and
her tenacity. I, on the other
hand, had been about as useful as The Prince of Edinburgh;
straggling three paces behind,
making unhelpful and fatuous
asides.
With a week to go before
liftoff, we were sitting around
the table discussing the trip

and wondering if there was
anything we had forgotten
to do. By this time the cases
were on the spare bed, we had
changed the planned ‘takeaway’ clothes several times
as each time we Googled the
forecasted weather at each
of our destinations, it was
different, ranging from cold
to Polar.
After the fateful Euros questio, I opened the safe and
trawled through all the papers. Marriage certificate,
wills, innumerable documents
about past family happenings,
some Singaporean notes and
coins, the odd US dollar but
no envelope full of Euros.
“Are you sure you bought
those Euros?”
“Of course I did! Don’t you
remember the discussion
about favourable rates of exchange? Don’t tell me you’ve
lost them! I give you one simple thing to do and look what
happens!”
I looked everywhere. No
Euros in an envelope. There
were some we had left over
from another trip but still
no cigar. Eventually, I had to
admit defeat.
“Thank goodness we have
a week to go. You’ll just have
to get some more. If we’d left
it to the last minute which is
what you’d rather do, where
would we have been?”
I slunk away to the PO feeling like a faulty ATM in the
backstreet of some crime-besieged shanty town.
ROGER KIBELL
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Smelling a rat at a hundred paces
INHERITED an acute
sense of smell from my
mother. I can’t think
what aspect of daily life
encouraged our sniffer
genes to evolve so splendiferously, back in the wuthering
wilds of craggy old Scotland,
but there it is. We can each
of us smell a rat at a hundred
paces. In every sense of the
word.
If we are any example, this
genetic trait has created generations of fresh-air addicts,
people who crave the crisp
clear air of the mountains
and shun the foetid vapours
of enclosed city spaces. It
is completely obvious to
me, whilst evidently less so
to others, why many of the
pioneering Scots settlers selected the places they did for
their pastures. Nothing like a
chill wind to keep germs at
bay! Not only do the fertile
plains of the Western District, for example, support an
agreeable frisson of Antarctic
air; they are also littered with
more free building stone than
you could wave a sporran
at. It must have seemed like

paradise to a canny Scot. Take
Point Cook, for a case in point.
I wonder how many seconds it
took the Chirnsides to select
that ferociously windblown
landscape for the health of
their horses? Their noses
would have picked it in one.
If a mouse walks across the
kitchen floor, my mother’s
nose would detect it as soon
as she opened the door. Luckily for our family, when I was a
babe in arms, my mum woke
up my dad during the night
to alert him to the smell of
smoke.
“You’re imagining things,”
decided my Dad, after a quick
sniff. “Go back to sleep.”
But Mum stuck to her guns,
and you can guess the rest.
We were all saved. The fire
was contained in the kitchen
wall, where a newly installed
gas pipe had been incorrectly
fitted to the stove.
As a child, I didn’t enjoy
other people’s houses, as
they were mostly stuffy with
closed windows. I was used
to a window-walled house
always filled with fresh air. I
particularly loathed hospitals,

our place
By MARILYN MOORE

where the overwhelming mix
of antiseptic, bleach, blood,
sickness and insipid food was
more than I could bear. One
of my favourite places was
the cool store at the end of
the dirt track through the orchards next door. The aroma
of lovely fresh Granny Smiths,
Jonathons, Snow Whites and
Stewart Seedlings mingled
with old wood and pervaded
every crevice. I could smell it
as far away as the dam, a bend
in the road away.
I suppose my sniffer detectors might have dulled over
time without me realising. I
don’t know – I haven’t been noticing. Things like that get lost
tumbling around in life’s fragrant montage of aromas and
scents, smells and draughts,
whiffs and odours, stinks and
bouquets.
Until the other day. It hit me
even before I jumped out of
bed. Suddenly I couldn’t be-

lieve the things I could smell.
The flashback to childhood
was vivid in the extreme.
Clean sheets, water coming
out of the tap, the heat of
a passing car, plants in the
garden … I was reminded of
being in a crowded train or
bus, when I could tell without
looking around whether the
person behind me was male
or female, Chinese or Indian
or Anglo, old or young. How
lovely now to wallow in a profusion of eucalypt and wattle,
people and food, water and
wildlife, along with countless
unknown scents passing by
on the breeze. I felt like a little
puppy dog. What an extraordinary turn of events!
No explanation springs to
mind, either. But I’m perfectly
happy about it, sitting here in
a café opposite a fruit shop
and smelling all those lovely
apples and pears. It makes the
coffee much more delicious.
Thank goodness we don’t
live in the city, which even in
Banjo Patterson’s time smelt
bad. Except for the ever-increasing traffic, Warrandyte
smells pretty good!

Challenge: can you guess who
these former Warrandytians are?

You’re in safe hands
PAUL J. GILLING
REBECCA VAN DER JAGT
B.Sc, B.AppSc, Grad Dip Manip Therapy MAPA

Warrandyte Physiotherapy Centre
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte 9844 1566

many years driving tip trucks for Ron Day. One couple ran
Warrandyte’s first Health Food business and all had been
involved in Scouts, Girl Guides and Brownie Committees.
One’s family are old identities in the district, in fact, her
mother was born in the Warrandyte Bakehouse.”
Fortunately, if you can’t work it out, Dianne provided us
with the answered, printed below upside down for those
who want to put their memory to the test.
Answer...

Back row: John McLean, Brian Harriss, Brenda Harriss,
Nola McKay (nee Fullarton) Rod Ashton. Front row: Ros
McLean and Dianne Ashton (nee Whitehead).

DIANNE Ashton kindly sent this photo into the Diary this
month with a note to test out some long-time locals.
“We would like to test the memories of your readers, we
are all old friends who have kept in contact over the years
despite having moved away we have a special bond,” Dianne said. “We all lived in Warrandyte either as children
or raised our families in this very special township. We are
all ex-Warrandyte identities, two have known each other
since we attended Warrandyte State School No 12, one was
a very well known local hairdresser for many years, her
husband was very involved in Warrandyte Lions as were the
other two gentlemen. One male worked in Warrandyte for

Warrandyte Health

Member of Manipulative Physiotherapists Association of Australia

Girls night out at The White Owl
The business women of Warrandyte were out in force at
The White Owl café for Warrandyte’s first ever VIP Beauty
Night last month.
The networking event showcased a display of high quality
beauty products, a catwalk
show featuring different looks
for all ages, makeup and kincare tips and tricks.
The event was catered for
by The White Owl as more
than 100 women enjoyed the
evening.

PILATES

Uniting Church, Cnr Taroona Ave & Westend Rd, Warrandyte

BOOK NOW
Tue & Thur 6.30-7.30pm, Fri 10.30am
BYO mat, drink bottle and hand towel

Improves posture, balance, flexibility, core strength
Improves health, confidence and decrease back pain
4Pelvic Floor Safe Exercises 4Level 2 Pilates Instructor
4Personal Training 430 yrs Nursing Experience
4Suitable for All Ages — Mature Adults Welcome
Bookings: Dee 0425 747 819, info@deetermination.com.au
www.deeterminationfitness.com.au
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PORT
DOUGLAS

BEAUTIFUL PORT
“Shout Yourself to a Holiday”
APARTMENT – POOL – RESORT

SPECIAL DEALS
FOR MARCH 2015
2BR fully self contained 2 min
walk to famous 4 mile beach,
short walk to Macrossan
Street shops and world class
restaurants.
CONTACT OWNER DIRECTLY:

0409 359 240

April 2015
A BIT OF WARRANDYTE
BY THE SEA!
Available all year

‘WYTALIBA’
Mudbrick Cottage
at Aireys Inlet
Set on two acres of bush and
cottage garden it has three bedrooms
(two queen beds, two singles),
a fully equipped kitchen, open fire,
courtyard with bbq. 15 min walk
(three minute drive) to beach,
general store and close to bush walks
in the Angahook State Forest.
Available Jan/Feb and all school
holidays. Minimum two night stay.

Call Karen on 0425 609 789
for bookings and inquiries

Nillumbik Youth Festival
Grand gigs
The Nillumbik Youth Festival
returns Sunday April 19 from
11am-4pm at Edendale Farm,
Gastons Road, Eltham. A free
event celebrating National
Youth Week around the theme
“It starts with us”. Youth
bands, local DJs, Nillumbik
Youth theatre, photography
and video exhibitions, circus
performances, homegrown
arts stalls and delicious food.

War exhibition

• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au
A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

WARRANDYTE
✷✷ GLASS ✷✷

grant mcgregor

All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

garden design
& maintenance
landscaping
sustainable solutions

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

0431 157 025 • 9844 3424
maca.mcgregor@bigpond.com

fully insured

love
landscapes
Care about your
environment?

Naturally!

Carter Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

Why not think
about joining your
local environment
group?
FRIENDS OF
WARRANDYTE
STATE PARK
Artur Muchow 0415 383 328

STONEHOUSE
GALLERY
exhibition calendar 2015
APRIL

		
		
		

MAY

		

‘Paper Currents’ An exhibition of work by 10
members of “The Papermakers of Victoria”.
Demonstrations by the artists held every Sunday
of the exhibition betweene 2pm and 4pm.
‘Threadalicious’ the annual textile exhibition by
Stonehouse and invited artists.
OPEN DAILY 10am–5pm

103 Yarra St, Warrandyte 9844 3629 www.stonehousegallery.com

Halls for Hire
Uniting Church Hall................................9844 3547
Anglican Church Hall.............................9844 2193
Mechanics Hall................................. 0408 443 368

Warrandyte Historical Society
is holding an illustrated talk
about its World War I exhibition during Manningham’s
Heritage Festival in May. Find
out who enlisted from the then
small community of Warrandyte, how the community responded and the outcome for
families. Thursday May 14 at
2pm in the Old Post Office Museum, 111 Yarra St. Bookings
essential. Phone 9844 3086 or
email whs.secretary@hotkey.
net.au. Cost $5.

ANZAC talk

Andrew McIntosh will present
an ANZAC talk about indigenous Australians who fought
in WWI. It will be held at the
Warrandyte Library on Friday
April 24 at 1.30pm.

Professor Hilton

Another outreach interactive
talk by Warrandyte resident
Professor Doug Hilton, along
with colleague, gastroenterologist Jason Tye-Din, will be
held on Thursday April 30
at 7.30pm at the Warrandyte
Neighbourhood House. This
talk will be on Coeliac disease,
which affects one in 70 Australians. Contact 9844 1839 or
0400 948 334.

Stork talk

Jeffrey and Siovhan Horkings
would like to announce the
arrival of their son Fletcher
James (above with Dad), born
on March 4, at the Mater Hospital in Mackay, weighing in
at 3.18kg and 51cm long. First
grandson for Lainey and Robin
Horkings and fourth generation Warrandytian!

Pre-school

Warrandyte and District PreSchool Association Inc will
hold a meeting at 10 Taroona
Ave on Monday May 18 at
7.30pm. All members are invited to attend to vote on special
resolutions being put forward.
Contact Katrina Hackett on
0409 354 218

RSL gigs

The RSL Bands by the Bridge
famous live music sessions
have added the second Friday
of the month to their calendar. Sunday April 26, 4-8pm,
Greg Champion and The
Useful Members of Society.
BYO food platter welcome.
Band donation appreciated.
Inquiries: 9844 3567 after
4pm weekdays. RSL Club, 113
Brackenbury St (enter from
Mitchell Ave).

FOWSP

Commencing 8.30pm. Long
Gone Daddys, Friday April
17. Electric Intent, Friday
April 24. Threezacrowd,
Friday May 1. Peter Grant,
Friday May 8. Electric Intent,
Friday May 15. Also, every
Thursday night from 8pm,
Harry Healy will be playing
in the Public Bar.

Have you visited your local nursery? Come along on
Thursdays between 9.30am
and 12.30pm, or the first Saturday of each month from 9am1pm and the first Sunday of
each month from 2-4pm. Purchase all your local natives.

U3A Courses

Budding artists, crafters, poets, knitters, water colourists,
writers or anyone with a creative passion, come along to
the Warrandyte Library for a
chat and share your work and
enjoy the creative pursuits of
others. First Thursday of the
month, 2-3.30pm. 168 Yarra
Street, Warrandyte. 9895 4250.
No need to book, just come
along.

Enrol from Monday April 13
for all year classes in play
reading, music appreciation,
choir, speech craft, mosaics,
understanding Asia, armchair travel, art appreciation
and Cryptic crosswords.
Annual fee of $45 for as
many courses as you wish to
attend. Call into our office at
Norwood Park, 125A Warrandyte Rd, Ringwood or phone
9879 2677. From 9am-Noon
Monday to Friday for further
information.

CFA Auxiliary

Want to help the North Warrandyte CFA Auxiliary, but
don’t see yourself on a fire
truck? Come along and support our dedicated band of
volunteers in the amazing
services they provide. We
meet at 7.30pm on the last
Wednesday of the month,
at the CFA station. For more
information please email:
pete_suzanne64@bigpond.
com

Plant giveaway

Stoney Creek & Yarra Restoration Group ask you to join
us at a free community BBQ
to hear our plans and help
us to restore the reserve at
the Boulevard, North Warrandyte. Saturday April 18
at 4pm. Contact Gill on 0403
051 766 .

Creative circle

artyfacts
Open Studios

Nillumbik Artists Open Studios, May 2-3 between 11am
and 5pm. The studios of over
30 artists will provide an
intimate and privileged insight into their art practices.
Paintings, prose, ceramics,
photography, printmaking,
textile and glass art, jewellery
and sculpture. For further
information contact Alisa
Tanaka-King on 1300 660 072
or email nillumbikartistsopenstudios@gmail.com

Publicise your coming events.
Items for Buzz about Town are
welcome. Include full details of
date, place and time and post to:
Warrandyte Diary, PO Box 209,
Warrandyte VIC 3113, or email
briony@warrandytediary.com.au

Local author’s new book
explores bushfire threat
By CHERIE MOSELEN

NICHOLAS Hastings has written a dramatic novel exploring
the serious topic of bushfire
threat.
Based on real historical
events, A Tree Too Far is set
in the lead-up to and events
of the Victorian bushfires
in 2009. The book’s characters - environmentalists,
developers, firemen and families - grapple with the issues
surrounding bushfire danger. Friendships are strained,
some are strengthened, a
romance progresses, but everything changes when fire
hits the fictional community.
Mr Hastings attended
creative writing classes at
Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House while writing A Tree
Too Far and said the critical
feedback he received helped
him craft the fast-paced story.
“I wanted to explore the contradiction between environmental idealism and survival
reality,” Mr Hastings told the

Diary, “so the book aims to
bring out, through the lives,
loves and actions of the characters, different viewpoints
surrounding bushfire risks
and safety.”
Although the author and his
family have not been personally involved in any fire tragedies, in 1983 Nicholas lived in
the Dandenong Ranges, close
to where the Ash Wednesday
bushfires occurred, and was
living in the Yarra Valley in
2009 when the Black Saturday
fires struck.
A consultant in engineering
asset management, Nicholas
was an expert witness at
the Victorian Bushfire Royal
Commission in 2010 in relation
to maintenance and reliability of electricity distribution
systems.
A 90-second video plot outline of A Tree Too Far is available for viewing on YouTube.
The book (or ebook) is available at local bookshops and
through Amazon.

Everyone in Warrandyte reads the Diary
For advertising that works (now online too!)

CALL BRIONY ON 9844 0555
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An afternoon’s toil: One resin bee in my garden.

Bee is for Beautiful, they’re here

HEY have come! I observe resin bees nesting
in my own garden and
it’s very exciting.
Those of you who read
my article in October 2014 under
the headline of ‘Build it and the
bees will come’ may understand
the excitement I feel. I persuaded
Peter to drill some small holes in
the red gum posts of our property
line fence last Spring. These were
flanked by a healthy blooming
patch of Wahlenbergia, a native
bluebell. I had been photographing several species of bees in
these flowers since early spring,
including the resin bees that were
shown in October. These flowers
ents.
are still making a lovely show,
n are
opening every sunny afternoon.
ails of
post to: If the bluebells are open, bees are
x 209,
likely to be there.
email
I was reminded to check the
com.au
holes after attending a talk on

nature
Words and photo montage
by LINDA ROGAN
native bees by Jess Baumann. She
showed us bee houses, made by
drilling holes in red gum blocks,
that had been installed in Blackburn Lake Reserve for a research
project. In late February, the holes
that were 6mm or smaller had
a good percentage of uptake by
bees, likely resin bees.
To my delight, when I checked,
several of the holes in my fence
were sealed with resin plugs,
some green with chewed plant
material. I began regularly sitting,
camera in hand, by the fence, on
warm afternoons and soon began

to see bee action.
The bees, barely a centimetre
long, would investigate several
holes and usually dive into one,
sometimes staying inside for longer than I had patience to watch.
However, I began to recognise
some behaviour patterns. Often
after a bee had spent some time
headfirst inside the hole, she
would back out, quickly turn
around and back into the hole. I
surmised she may be laying eggs.
It appeared to be the same bee
returning regularly to the same
hole.
I realised that I was not capturing it all in still photos and decided to try the video function on
my camera. After several sessions
across one afternoon one female
bee was visible the whole time
she worked, either just the tip of
her abdomen or if she had turned,
her face. I knew this brood cells

in this hole must be near completion. I didn’t want to miss any of
the action.
At one point, while just her tail
was visible, a larger but similar
bee, heavily loaded with bright
yellow pollen, landed just at the
entrance to the hole and appeared
to harass the working female.
Eventually she grasped the smaller bees abdomen tip and pulled
her out of the hole. The smaller
bee flew away and the larger
stayed, never fully entering the
hole but poked her head inside
the hole and set her abdomen
waggling.
It wasn’t clear to me what she
was doing.
She returned four times while I
was watching. After that I watched
several minutes with no bee
action at all. I was hot and went
inside for a cool drink. When I
returned later the original bee,

or one that looked the same, had
returned and was in the process
of sealing the entrance to the hole
with greenish resin.
At the time of writing, 31 holes
in the two posts have been filled,
a little more than half. I have
also persuaded my long suffering
husband to drill holes in some
old fence posts and install them
in the back garden near a patch
of native flowers. I expect some
occupants next season.
Coincidentally, I have become
aware of a study in Canada that
indicated that bee hotels there
may not have the desired effect
of increasing the number of native bees in an area. However,
they certainly help me appreciate these lovely creatures and if
combined with improving habitat
and flowering food sources, I am
betting the overall effect here will
be positive.

Taking care
where the wild
things are
EXTENDING from Kinglake through to
Baw Baw and north-east up to Eildon
is a mosaic of forest, much of which is
being unsustainably logged to make
paper for companies such as Reflex.
What lies in these forests, however,
is more than just future copy paper;
it’s a thriving ecosystem of Mountain
Ash (the tallest flowering tree in the
world), tree ferns hundreds of years
old, owls, birds, insects and Victoria’s faunal emblem, the Leadbeater’s
(or Fairy) possum.
Leadbeater’s possums have been
in steady decline from logging in the
animal’s only habitat. Warrandyte’s
iconic Yarra River links and acquires
a lot of its water from these areas
and to protect such environments
is another step in bringing the Yarra
back to its original good health.
Additionally, the proximity of Warrandyte State Park to this natural
mosaic means that many bird species, especially migratory birds, will
occupy these forests followed or
preceded by Warrandyte State Park,
providing habitat along their journey;
if this link was broken, the impacts
may be felt in our backyard.
The plan for a Great Forest Nation-

al Park (which will protect these
355,000 hectares of forest) has been
proposed and is awaiting approval
from our state politicians. If these
invaluable areas, rich in biodiversity,
cultural and spiritual interest are
protected, we will stop the demise
of many of Victoria’s critical and
beautiful species.
Additionally, it would secure the
health of water catchment areas for
Melbourne, as well as for the LaTrobe
and the Goulburn-Murray River systems while the massive Mountain
Ash trees will be a continual giant
carbon-sequestration bank.
People will have recreational access to the park with plans to maintain means of bike riding, bushwalking, fishing, bird watching, four-wheel
driving, motor biking, camping and
zip line tours.
The rural towns surrounding the
parklands will benefit greatly from
the ecotourism the park will bring.
While the life of this forest dangles
from the lines of some of our politicians, it is our job to swing it to
safety. We have to do what we can to
support these areas and make sure
there is something left in hundreds
of years of come.
To support the Great Forest National Park go to www.greatforestnationalpark.com.au or write to your MP to
let them know where you stand and
what you want for Victoria.
LAUREN MUELLER
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Stan’s forever young
Words and main photograph
BILL MCAULEY

ONE of Stan Craker’s first memories
is from another age that takes him
back to the 1930s, the time of The
Great Depression. In those days Warrandyte had no electricity and relied
on gas streetlights to illuminate the
township.
“I can remember the street lighter
making his way up Yarra Street at
dusk and lighting each of the gas
street lights,” Stan says.
“Some of the lampposts were
situated near the bridge, outside
Hussey’s place, near Charlie Jones’s
house and on the corner of Everard
Drive.”
Stan came to Warrandyte in 1933
when he was a five-year-old boy.
One year later, Patricia Loh also
came to live here when she was only
four. Both youngsters would go on
to attend the local stone-built primary school. Did the couple realise
their destiny was to spend their life
together?
“No way,” Pat says with a big grin.
“Stan was one of the big boys at
school and I didn’t like him then.’
Young Pat used to walk three and
a half miles to school through the
paddocks from the family farm in
Alexander Rd.
Stan came to school each day
from the other end of town up near
Jumping Creek Rd. His father George
worked as a cooper at the brewery
in Abbottsford.
The happily married couple has
fond memories of their schools days
at Primary School No.12.
“We used to get up some mischief,”
says Stan. “The boys used to catch
grasshoppers and set them free in
the classroom. When the girls started screaming, we boys would catch
the insects and take them outside. It
was a great way to get out of class.
“A teacher asked one of the boys
what they did with them when they
took them outside. ‘Train them,’ said
one of the wittier lads.
“Another ploy to avoid class was
to ‘accidentally’ lose the schools
cricket ball. The teacher would send
us out of class to ‘find’ the ball and
of course it would be ages before
we did, more free time roaming the
bush.”
Pat remembers walking a billycan
full of milk all the way to school from
Alexander Rd.
“It was to make cocoa for the
class on cold days,” Pat says. “It’s
a wonder there was any milk left by
the time I got to school because I
used to whirl the billycan around my
head as I walked along.” Regardless
of the long distance she had to walk
to school every day, Pat remembers

Loving life: Stan and Patricia Craker have been married for 65 years this year, they first lived on a farm in Alexander Rd.

only being late for school once
during all those years.
She left school when she was 14
after achieving her merit certificate
and began her first job picking cherries for seven and six a week. “And
boy it was hard work, too,” Pat says
with a sigh. “And then I went into the
rag trade in Flinders Lane and stayed
there until I was married.”
Stan went on to study at East Kew
Central School.
“I left Warrandyte on a bus at eight
in the morning and sometimes didn’t

Strawberry fields
forever at St Anne’s
By JACQUI WARD
& ALEXANDRA WARD

A FANTASTIC day was enjoyed
by one and all at the Strawberry
Fair last month. This is an annual
event put on by the parish and
school community of St Anne's
and St Gerard's.
The weather was very kind and
great entertainment, tasty food
and strawberry daiquiris were
the order of the day.
Many people took full advantage
of the spirit of the Fair by catching up with long lost friends over
strawberry tea or a mocktail.
The children had a brilliant
time roaming the school grounds
with their friends and cashed in
on their slap bands to have many
rides on the Dodgems, Cha Cha,
Giant Slide, Cup & Saucer and
Trackless Train.

The animal nursery was very
popular with the little ones, as
were the children's craft and face
painting.
The stalls were buzzing and the
tables were groaning with homemade preserves, cakes, biscuits
and slices. The most popular stalls
were books and second-hand
treasures with the sweets stall
coming in a close third!
The Strawberry Fair committee
would like to thank everyone who
came and hope you had a fantastic time (and ignored the persistent wasps). They would also
like to thank those who helped
out in any way by sponsoring the
event, by transforming the school
into the magic that is Strawberry
Fair, by assisting on the day and
by helping return the school to
normalcy once it was all over.

make it home until nine o’clock at
night because the old buses broke
down constantly,” Stan says. “And
we used to stuff our hankies in the
cracks in the roof when it was raining
to stop the water dripping down on
our faces.”
Stan started work when he was 14
at Radio Corporation in South Melbourne where he “got ten shillings
a week”.
“But the trouble was the fares to
work cost eight shillings a week,
so I only got two bob a week in my

pocket,” he says with a grin. “Fortunately two bob went along way
in those days, a pie was four pence
with an extra penny for sauce and a
milkshake was sixpence.”
Pat eventually fell in love with Stan,
one of the big boys from the primary
school and they married in 1950 at
the registry office. They lived on
the farm in Alexander Rd for a while
but eventually built a bungalow on
three acres that Stan’s father gave
them. The land was near what is now
Warran Glen Nursery.
Three years later a procession
of young Crakers began arriving at
the home and they were all boys.
Stan and Pat had produced half a
cricket team with their four boys.
The batting order is Phillip, now 60,
followed by Trevor 58, Neville 56 and
Lindsay 50.
The boys all followed Stan’s passion for cricket and at one time or
another Stan played for Warrandyte
Cricket Club with all of his sons.
“They were all pretty good cricketers, too,” Stan says with great pride.
“And we all took at least one hattrick during our time as Warrandyte
cricketers.”
Stan began a long association with
the local CFA in 1941, just two years
after Warrandyte was devastated
by the unstoppable 1939 firestorm.

During that fire, both Pat and Stan’s
parents’ homes were burnt out. Stan
was second lieutenant of Warrandyte
CFA for many years and fought the ’62
bushfires. Fortunately the Crakers’
home survived this time.
Stan was awarded the Queen’s Police and Fire Brigade Medal for long
service and good conduct. “That
entitles me to put QFM after my
name,” Stan says. “Not that I do,” he
quickly added.
The Crakers have been married for
65 years and have seven grandchildren, ironically enough for a couple
who had only boys, six of the seven
grandchildren are girls. They also
have one great-grandchild at this
stage.
These days, Pat, now 85, stays
busy with house duties and reading
books because most of her kids and
their families live interstate. Stan, 87,
plays lawn bowls for Donvale in both
the Saturday pennant and Tuesday
competition.
After a lifetime of being in Warrandyte the Crakers wouldn’t live
anywhere else.
“We love the good clean air and
where else could you go up to the
local IGA and bump into people you
went to school with over 80 years
ago.”
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12 months in
a leaky house

THERE’S something magical about
the sound of rain on a metal roof.
It’s so soothing and, after a long
dry spell, feels as if everything is
being washed and renewed.
When the rain finally came recently, I felt so grateful that the
dust would literally settle and that
my poor garden (and our resident
Pobblebonk frogs) would get a
well-deserved drink.
I was also particularly grateful
that our roof no longer leaked
buckets as it did in the first year
we were in our home – creating
unwanted ‘internal water features’
that resulted in much tearing of
hair, gnashing of teeth, many expletives and a long drawn out relationship with our insurance company.
The problem was box gutters, an
architectural ‘feature’ of the 1960s
and 1970s whereby the gutters
(which in our case are very shallow
and totally inadequate for the size
of the roof area) are hidden behind
external timber fascia boards. I’ve
been up on the roof several times,
with and without plumbers, to
check it out for myself. Scary on all
counts.
With a large expanse of flat roof,
this means that when there is a
heavy downpour, the volume of
water is more than these gutters
can cope with and the water flows
under the eaves, into the roof cavity and, in our case, into our home.
We’re talking Niagara Falls here –
on one occasion, about 30 buckets
of water in an hour.
We had four such episodes in the
first 12 months, requiring replacement of ceilings and walls, replastering, repainting and in a couple of
cases some rewiring. Did I love my
home then? Let’s just say that the
relationship was going through a
rough patch.
Anyway, the good news is that
after about 18 months of dramas,
various plumbers and the inclusion
of overflows in every gutter, four
years in I can now sleep soundly
when the rain comes without fear
of being washed away. Bliss!
I guess that box gutters were
a case of design (the look) over
function (practicality). It’s worth
thinking about this when we make
choices in our homes – how important it is to find the balance
between something that looks
beautiful and works well. To me,
good design is both beautiful and
practical.
It’s also worth doing your homework before you shell out the cash,
researching options (the internet is
so helpful here) and when it comes
to the big-ticket items, checking
with experts. Retrofitting, while an
option, is not particularly attractive and doing it right the first time
can save you a lot of angst and is
much kinder to your wallet (and
mental health).

Deborah Burnett is Warrandyte’s
home design coach. For more info
visit love-your-home.com.au

Wayne’s pooling
his resources
With DEBI SLINGER

WHAT do you do when your 30-year
old conventional swimming pool
starts to fall apart? If you’re Wayne
Rankin of North Warrandyte, you do
what comes naturally and that’s give
it another purpose.
Turn the pool into a natural pond.
Long-time North Warrandytians,
Wayne and Ruth Rankin are well
known for their local community
work. Wayne is the founder and
president of WarrandyteCAN and
Ruth runs the Osborne Peninsula
Land Care Group. Therefore, converting their rundown pool into a
pond seemed a natural progression,
creating something more practical
and sustainable that blended into
their unique property.
“After Ash Wednesday in 1983 we
installed the 65,000 liner pool more
as a water source for fire protection
than for entertainment,” says Wayne.
However, after 28 years the pool
had well outlasted its lifespan guarantee of 15 years. Not one to let an
opportunity pass, Wayne converted
the run down pool into an eco-friendly pond in only a few months.
On nearly 1.5 acres overlooking a
bend in the Yarra River, the transformation of this outdated backyard
pool that, according to Wayne,
“Loch Ness might have lived in” to a
sanctuary for wildlife has been a triumph of innovation and an aesthetic
accomplishment.
The first step was to remove the
plastic liner from the pool and then
the steel. To keep the pond water at
a reasonable level, water is collected
from the roof of the house into a
tank, then pumped to the top of the
pond. With the assistance of local
landscaper Bev Hanson, extra rocks
were cleverly placed in and around
the pond with local native species
planted along the water’s edge which
offers a softer, blended appearance.
It took only a few months to complete and you can immediately see
the brilliance in the simple organic
design which incorporates many of

the original features such as the
rock wall.
The redesign of the pool to a
pond was never meant to be for
swimming. In fact, Wayne can’t
recall the last time the pool was
used for recreational purposes.
Now it attracts local birds, insects
and amphibian species as well has
regenerating a part of the garden
that had become an eyesore.
The peaceful location of the pond
close to the house and the sound
of water brings a new dimension to
the home and garden that merges
simply with the rest of this Warrandyte property.
Fortunately there isn’t a lot of
maintenance and although the
pond is almost completed, Wayne
is continually creating ways to improve his haven on the “bend in the
river” with other projects.
Behind the charming mud brick
home that was built by the Rankins

over their lifetime is another project
that keeps them busy. Realising that
the tennis court wasn’t being used,
Wayne covered the roof with mesh,
built raised garden beds straight onto
the court base and now has a large
fully enclosed vegetable garden and
mini orchard.
With the walls and roof enclosed,
there is assurance that possums and
rabbits won’t strike in the night and
destroy the crops. \With his ability
to recycle materials, there’s even a
strawberry patch growing in short
lengths of guttering Wayne sourced.
Placed high above the garden beds
the strawberries grow prolifically
where no snails and bugs can hinder
their growth.
With many interesting creations on
this little piece of Warrandyte heaven,
the synchronicity between building
with nature and blending into the
environment is what gives this place
a sense of peace and harmony.
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Bloods bring it home
31-year drought officially over

with 28 still needed.
Next in was Mooney, a member of
the unsuccessful 1993/94 campaign
and one who bleeds Red & White
for Warrandyte. Personally chasing
success for over 23 years, the player
serves as an individual inspiration
to the eleven and would remain
until the end (8 not out). D Barry (4)
and Styles (0) departed in the same
over and suddenly Warrandyte was
8/160 needing 19 runs with only two
wickets in hand.
The atmosphere was incredible,
with spectators waiting with baited
breath on every ball. In the end,
Warrandyte drew level with four
byes down the leg side to claim
the title. After Holland fell with the
scores level, it was 17-year-old Luke
Killey (0) on strike when the umpire
held both arms out to indicate the
winning wide. Mooney and Killey
met in the middle for a celebration
hug before being mobbed by the rest
of the team.
Jake Sherriff topped off his man
of the match performance in the
qualifying final against Kilsyth with a
man of the match performance in the
grand final. Barry, showing maturity
beyond his years, ensured that the
club knew just how important the
win was, giving the spare three medals to club legends and volunteers
Anne Pascoe, Gerald Walshe and
Graham "Twinks" Lawrence.
The entire community should be
proud of the legacy that the cricket
club is creating. In a World Cup year,
nothing will top the mighty Bloods
taking home the flag. Let us all hope
it won't be another 31-year wait.

By RYAN HOIBERG

WARRANDYTE Cricket Club has won
the first Premier Grade flag in over
31 years, with Warrandyte's First XI
scraping over the line against Kilsyth
Cricket Club in a final for the ages.
While most of the squad for the
final, including captain Chris Barry
(24) and club coach Jake Sherriff
(24), were not born the last time the
club won a First XI flag in 1983/84,
the magnitude of the achievement
was not lost among the team and
the crowd. Grown men openly celebrated with tears in their eyes at
the Montrose Cricket Ground, after
victory was achieved due to a seemingly irrelevant wide off what would
be the final ball of the day.
The weight of history was on the
shoulders of the young team, with
all at the game aware of Warrandyte's
recent history in grand finals. Fans
recall the 1993/94 impossible reverse
outright defeat, with the Warrandyte
Diary running the headline "Warrandyte snatches defeat from the jaws
of victory". There was the brutal
2003/04 defeat where two Warrandyte players had their jaws broken,
and back to back losses in 2009/2010
and 2010/11.
These results were carried on the
backs of 11 gentlemen at Montrose
in their face-off with Kilsyth Cricket
Club. Warrandyte had defeated
Kilsyth two weeks prior and had finished 20 points clear of them during
the season, but it mattered for
nothing as soon as Sherriff bowled
the first ball.
Finals histor y suggested that
Warrandyte shouldn't bowl first and
when Barry lost the toss, the whispers and long looks started. Tension
among the 100 strong squad that had
come to support was palpable with
all aware of the stakes.
The first wicket came from a run
out, with Barry leading from the
front in the field after a tight first
few overs from Sherriff and Campbell
Holland. Sherriff would take the first
of his five wicket haul soon after, but
Kilsyth slowly found their feet and
put together a strong third wicket
partnership. If not for the acrobatics of Aryton Dehmel in at short leg
under the helmet, they may have
mounted the charge.
Dehmel plucked one that would
sit well in any of Channel 9's “classic catches” to dismiss the Kilysth
captain, and Holland (1/27) would

Tr

take the other shortly after. At 4/65,
Warrandyte were well poised, but
endured a battle for the next wicket. Barry (1/15) would take the ball
himself and provide the inspiration.
Kilysth continued to fight, however,
and bowling changes incorporating
Daniel Barry (0/5), Luke Killey (0/22)
and Aryton Dehmel (0/25) were
unable to make headway. However,
Justin Cleaves (2/2) would provide
an unlikely wicket at fifth change
and Sherriff (5/46) would remind
everyone why he was the premier
cricketer of the competition. Sherriff ferociously attacked the tail
and, despite late hitting, helpd the
Bloods bowl Kilsyth out in the 75th

over for 179.
Day 2 and the equation was simple.
A draw and Warrandyte would have
its first flag in 31 years. Furthermore,
they would be in the top flight for
the first time in 15 years since the
competition was restructured.
Warrandyte started poorly, losing
Dehmel (0) and club president Ben
Taylor (8) early to sit at 2/13. Chris
Barry (7) and Cleaves (12) steadied
the nerves, but both fell in quick
succession and Warrandyte was 4/42
as stomachs starting sinking across
the ground.
A crowd of approximately 900
people gathered from across the
competition and most would have

doubted Warrandyte. In fact, no one
was prepared for the partnership
Sherriff (44) and Matthew Gamble
(62) had.
Gamble had been dropped from
the squad following Christmas, after
an up and down season, but strong
performances in the Second XI led
to a recall. Certainly, all who have
seen his ferocious pull shot would
not question his selection. The pair
guided the team through to tea and
beyond, posting a 105-run partnership, and with Warrandyte at 4/147
the crowd started smiling. However,
in true Warrandyte fashion it wasn’t
so simple. Both batters departed and
Kilsyth suddenly had a sniff at 6/151

Results:
First XI
Qualifying Final: Warrandyte 121
(Dehmel 29) d. Kilsyth 93 (Sherriff
7/33, Killey 1/8). Grand Final: Warrandyte 180 (Gamble 62, Sherriff 44)
d. Kilsyth 179 (Sherriff 5/46, Cleaves
2/20)
Third XI
Qualifying Final: Warrandyte 186
(Ison 96) lost to North Ringwood
7/189 (Oremek 3/46, Ison 2/35).
Preliminary Final: Warrandyte 146
(Prangley 33) lost to Montrose 9/184
(Jackson 5/45, Ison 2/35)
Fourth XI
Elimination Final: Warrandyte 95
(Weatherley 56) lost to South Croydon 8/265 (Closs 3/57)

Hawks juniors win flags, seniors miss
By FRANS BROUWER

SOUTH Warrandyte started March
with its Over 40s team winning a
grand final and three senior and
three junior teams also qualifying for
finals. The Fourth XI missed finals
by less than a game and the Over
50s won only one match, but lost a
few other close games. By the end
of the season, the remaining teams
in the finals had won the club two
more flags.
The First XI (Wilkins Cup) ended
the home and away season in fourth
place and travelled to Montrose for
finals. A brilliant start saw Montrose
collapse to 5/25, followed by a small
recovery to 72.
A steady fall of wickets saw Montrose 120 all out (Steve Lindsay
5/23, Steve Garrett 3/27), leaving
the Hawks a manageable task At the
crease with scores of 3/50, a fight
was looming, but Josh Barrett with
43no and Garrett 44no steered the
Hawks home. In the preliminary
final, Kilsyth started disastrously at
5/42 after an excellent bowling spell
from the Hawks, but recovered to
reach 95 before losing two wickets
in five runs. However, they ground
out runs to reach 163 (Garrett 4/30,
Lindsay 3/38).

The Hawks lost three wickets
before stumps that day and the
following day lost Garrett early before reaching 4/65. After that it was
a procession, with the remaining
six wickets falling for just 12 runs
(Barrett 28).
The Second XI (A Grade) finished
second in second place. Sent in to
bat, North Ringwood reached 47
without loss, but then struggled to
5/85.
The sixth and seventh wickets
then fell at 119, before two further
partnerships left the Bulls all out at
188 (David Mock 5/60).
The Hawks started poorly and
three wickets for 21 did not help. An
unbroken 49-run partnership to tea
steadied the ship, but the loss of Al
Price (25) first ball after tea and Cam
Head (20) shortly after was the start
of another collapse to 85 all out.
In the preliminary final against
Wonga Park at Warranwood (Colman
Park being unavailable) the Hawks
batted first and reached 3/74 (Price
dominating with 43) before a 66 run
partnership between Head (61) and
Chris Ryan (41). A series of small
partnerships brought the score up
to 10/215.
Wonga Park reached 2/58 before

Top of the pack: F grade RDCA
batting award winner Kane Hartrup.

Mock took 3/0 off an over and followed up with another wicket in
his next over. They reached 9/123
before a valiant, yet insufficient 57run partnership for the final wicket
(Mock 5/74, Liam Thomas 4/40).
The grand final against North Ringwood was, sadly, forgettable for the
Hawks who batted first, but never
got going to be all out for 66 (Hayden
Matthys 18, Brett Careedy 17). By
stumps the Bulls were already in
front. After an early wicket on the
second day, an attempt at a reverse

outright was abandoned.
The Third XI (D Grade) took third
spot, which gave the team a home
ground final at Colman. Montrose
collapsed to 7/76 before eventually
reaching 10/128 (Lucas Williams
4/22). A horror start for the Hawks
of 2/0, 3/6 and 5/48 was followed
by a partnership of 33, but then
followed another collapse to 10/89
(Tim Rule 60).
Two senior players won RDCA batting awards – Cam Head (A Grade)
and Kane Hartrup (F Grade).
The U16-2 team finished top and
played its “home” final at Warrandyte. South Croydon was knocked
over for 85 (Tom Livingstone 3/14,
including a hat-trick), and the Hawks
scored 6/88 in only 31 overs (Adam
Johnson 23, Mark Baker 46).
The Hawks put on a batting display
in the grand final at Quambee Reserve, scoring 6/191 (Mikey Gibbons
62, James Fasan 37, Jack Sims 23no).
Boronia/ Heathmont Baptist never
recovered from 3/17 and were all out
for 75, giving the Hawks a memorable
grand final win (Jack Sims 4/4 off the
last over).
The U14-3s played at Domeney
Reserve and scored 3/204 (Jordan
Milne 53 retired, Jackson Braunthal

31, Nick Walker 50 retired) against
Lilydale’s 9/91 (Jack Spicer 3/4).
At the same ground the following weekend, Heathmont Baptist
managed 10/83 (Darcy Ireland 3/18)
and looked to have won it with nine
down, but Nick Walker’s heroic 56
sealed another Hawks final win.
North Ringwood scored 8/198 in
an U12-3 semi-final (Lucas Mazurkiewicz 2/13, Will Fasan 2/29), which
was too much for the Hawks who
managed 173 (Lachlan Hall 37, Corey
Church 19).
Junior presentation night was held
on Friday March 27. Amongst the
many awards, a new accolade was
introduced in memory of Michael
Sazenis, an 18-year-old Hawks player
who died after a car accident three
years ago. The award is in the form
of a scholarship to assist players
leaving U16s and the inaugural winner was James Fasan.
The senior presentation night was
held on Friday April 10 at the Grand
Hotel Warrandyte – one of the club’s
sponsors – at the time the Diary went
to press.
Furthermore, the Annual General
Meeting will be held in the clubrooms on Wednesday May 13 from
7.30pm.
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Trio compete at Aussie champs
By ED MUNKS

THE Australian Junior Athletics
Championships were held this March
in Sydney, with three local athletes
qualified to compete.
In the sprint events, Nicole Reynolds won the gold medal in the
Under 17s 100m hurdles, and backed
it up with a 11th place in the 400m
hurdles.
Abbey Caldwell, cousin of famous
Warrandyte netballer Claire Garrick,
secured a national medal in the
middle distance with a gold in the

Under 15s 3000m and then followed
up with a silver medal in the 1500m.
Sebastian Reyneke scored a silver
medal in the U15s boys pole vault
and then placed eighth in the javelin.
At the Little Athletics State Track
and Field Championships, held at
Lakeside Stadium, there were several great performances. Once again,
Abbey Caldwell placed strongly,
taking the silver medal in the Under
14s 800m before winning gold in the
1500m. In a dominant performance,
Abbey took off with 120m to go, run-

ning strongly away from the field in
a highlight of the weekend.
In other results, U14s competitor
Ben Munks recorded a personal
best in the Javelin to finish in 11th
place. Alice Glover ran a sixth place
in the Under 10s 400m heats, and
older sister Harriette ran a terrific
800m, finishing 10th in the final with
a PB of 2.34.
At the East Doncaster Club awards,
Shane Mills took out third place in
the Under 9s, Sebastian Lee claimed
second in the boys U10s, and Alice

Glover had her most consistent
season so far securing second in the
girls U10s. In the highly competitive
Under 11s boys, Jack Drijhfout won
second place, just pipping close
mate Patrick Ward who finished
third. Marlo Katis finished strongly
after an injury interrupted season to
place third in the girls U11s.
U14s presentations saw Ben Munks
place first in the boys, with Abbey
Caldwell securing second in the girls.
Remarkably, Olivia Ryan won third
place despite missing the first half

of the season living in Switzerland.
Mervyn Tan then followed up with
a first in the U15s, and Eilish Kelly
won first place in the Under 16s
with good friend Nicole Reynolds
finishing second.
The winter cross-country season
is about to commence with Peter
Sharpe once again coaching the
team.
East Doncaster Little Athletics
Club is proudly sponsored by the
Warrandyte Community Bank and
the parents of our little champs.

Venom’s Brock
ready to rock
By MICHAEL DI PETTA
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Celebration time

By NICOLE HOWARD

FESTIVAL weekend was a significant
one for the entire Warrandyte community, especially for Warrandyte
Basketball. Junior Redbacks, Venom
players and Senior Big V marched
under the Warrandyte basketball
banner in the festival, while other
players were involved in grand final
action.

While the township was alive with
festival cheer, many junior players
were off trying to secure a grand final
win. Of the 49 teams participating in
the EDJBA competition this summer,
the club had 20 teams in grand finals.
Ten teams were victorious on the day
in an excellent showing for the club.
It was a particularly special day
for the Under 20.1 boys side, who

so many retire from Redbacks basketball. Winning a total of nine A
and AR EDJBA flags, it was fitting
that the team appear for the last
time in a grand final. Unfortunately,
they weren’t able to bring home the
title on this final occasion, but the
group’s achievements and long lasting friendships are worth celebration
in their own right.

Basketball refs come out on top

By DIANNE TRENFIELD

Top ref: Tony Oliver

competed in their last grand final for
the club, finishing their long playing
years as Redbacks. The group had
played together as a team since Under 13s, with many beginning their
Warrandyte playing days as early as
Under 9s.
Coach Matt Lane was present
through it all and he too saw it as
a day of mixed emotions, watching

TONY Oliver and the Warrandyte
Park Orchards Referee Branch
(WPORB) have been awarded significant honours by the Victorian
Basketball Referee Association.
The VBRA has recognised Tony’s
contribution to refereeing by awarding him the Domestic Referee of the
Year Award for 2014.
Since 2001, Tony has been a very
active referee not only at Warrandyte/Park Orchards, but also at
Eltham and indeed at other local
associations when called upon to
help fill gaps. It is rare not to see
Tony at a stadium as he accepts his

appointments each week. He has
mentored in excess of 50 new referees over the past 14 years and has
refereed at every Eltham Australia
Day tournament since 2002.
“Tony is the inaugural secretary of
the local branch and continues to
provide his vast knowledge of basketball and refereeing to the relatively new committee and its members,”
said Ryan Holloway, president of the
WPORB.
“The loyalty and commitment
shown by Tony is rare and it’s fitting
that he be acknowledged.”
The second VBRA award of the
day was the Referee Branch of the

Year - Medium (50-99 members). The
Warrandyte Park Orchards Referee
Branch was constituted under the
guidance of former president Nick
Peters in 2013. Warrandyte had been
part of the Eltham Branch and the
new structure reflected the development of the underlying domestic
clubs, according to Holloway.
“One of the key drivers of the
branch was and is to give all referees
an opportunity to develop as far as
they wish and were able to go. This
is an incredible honour given we
are such a young branch and tells
us that we are heading in the right
direction.”

WARRANDYTE Venom has introduced its star import player for the
season and he’s already turning
heads. American Martino Brock,
26, a former shooting guard for the
South Florida Bulls college team, has
joined the Venom on a six-month
agreement.
Brock, 198cm (or six foot six in the
old language), is averaging 24 points
per game through the first three fixtures of the season and is enjoying
his time Down Under.
“I came here for the opportunity to
play in another country for the first
time and to play at another level. So
far it’s been good, and I’m enjoying
it,” Brock says.
Fans have already taken to the new
star player, who averaged 9.5 ppg
and 1.3 steals per game in his final
season with South Florida. Adept at
scoring around the basket, Brock’s
game developed from a young age.
“Where I was born, in Memphis,
Tennessee, playing basketball was
an environmental thing. So I played
since I was a kid. The best part of
the game has got to be dunking on
somebody.”
Playing now in Melbourne’s Big V
competition for Warrandyte, Brock
hopes his game performances can
lead to something bigger.
“The ultimate goal is to make it to
the NBL, or of course the NBA, but
we’ll see.”
Living in Boronia, Brock hasn’t just
had to adapt to the Australian style
of basketball, but also the Aussie
way of life, including kangaroos on
the road.
“Driving on those back roads with
those kangaroos, it’s so scary, especially when it’s dark. I almost had a
crash!”
Performing well so far, the sky is the
limit for Brock and the Warrandyte
team, in what promises to be an exciting season for Venom Basketball.
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Top gun: New Blood Ashley
Froud booted 8 goals in his first
game for Warrandyte.

Bloods on the rampage
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

THE Warrandyte Bloods got
their season off to the best possible start, crushing a hapless Glen
Waverley Hawks side at Central
Reserve in the season opener.
New sharp shooter Ashley Froud
spearheaded the side, kicking
eight majors to lead Warrandyte
to a 101-point victory.
The Bloods led at every change
and restricted Glen Waverley to
just two goals for the match, conceding only six points through the
first two quarters.
After a forgettable first half,
Warrandyte raced into action in
the third quarter and finished

strongly, booting nine goals in the
last period to run away deserving
winners.
On a perfect day for football
both sides were rusty out of the
gates and unable to move the
ball efficiently to their respective
forwards. It was youngster Scott
Ternes who would eventually
boot the Blood’s first, with a
thumping kick from 50 metres
out.
Another major quickly followed,
this time scored by last season’s
centurion goal kicker Luke Dunn.
On the back of these goals, Warrandyte led by 16 points at the
first change, despite distributing
the ball inefficiently.

It was no easier going in the
second quarter, with both sides
struggling to play their best football. Warrandyte’s play broke
down far too often in the middle
of the park and clangers slowed
any momentum. Excellent play
through the centre by hard
running Chris Tout and the ever-steady Tim Hookey ensured
that Warrandyte led 6.2 to 0.6 at
the half.
Fresh off the halftime break,
Warrandyte never looked back
and put the game to bed midway through the third quarter.
Although Glen Waverley finally
managed to hit the scoreboard,
Warrandyte ran all over what

looked a tired opposition and
booted goals late in the term
to end any chance of a revival.
Young Tout continued to impress
in his first seniors game and other debutant Chad Gauci began
to leave his fingerprints on the
result. Froud also looked strong,
presenting himself as a genuine
forward target.
The fourth quarter became a
Froud fest, as the speedster put
through major after major, ending the game with eight to his
name. The Bloods moved the ball
through the middle of the park
with nonchalant ease and put the
Hawks to the sword to win 19.8
122 to 2.9 21.

The Reserves and Under 19s ensured that Warrandyte was undefeated as a club on the day. Sean
Bowers’ 12 goals for the Under
19s side was a particular highlight
in a demolition 196-point win,
30.22 to 1.0.
Meanwhile, the Reserves won
in an arm wrestle that only broke
open in the fourth quarter. A five
goal bag from Gareth Hitchman
ensured a 26-point victory, 9.11
to 6.3.
The Bloods face Ferntree Gully
at Warrandyte Reserve this weekend with early weather forecasts
suggesting it could be a beautiful
day for footy. A big crowd is
tipped.
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Four tennis flags

Braving
the cold
Hi Mark, every year when
the weather becomes
colder I tend to hibernate
and always seem to gain
a little weight. Is there
anything you can suggest
to help me through the colder
months?
Anna - Warrandyte
Hi Anna, you’re definitely
not the only one to find it
hard to motivate yourself
during the winter months.
A few suggestions.

By TRICIA BARRETT

IN one of the best results for
several years, Warrandyte Tennis
Club Juniors recently won four
Eastern Region Tennis 2014-15
Summer Grand Finals, three on
Saturday morning and one on
Sunday morning.
“At the end of the home and
away season only two of the nine
Warrandyte teams in the competition had finished on top of their
respective ladders, so to come
away with four flags was a fantas-

tic result,” said Junior Convenor
Tony Honeyborne.
As the festival parade was starting at one end of Yarra St, the closest final (Section 10 Boys Singles/
Doubles against Parkwood), was
being fought out at the other end,
on the Taroona Avenue courts.
The clubhouse balcony was
lined with anxious parents, not
to mention a few inside who just
couldn’t watch, as players Tom
Jackson and Cooper Gurney held
their nerve in a nail biter to win

the final set 6-4 and the match 5:39
to 3:38. The drone of the festival
flypast plane circling in the sky
delivered a fitting tribute.
Congratulations go to not only
the players of the GSD4, JOSD10
Green,BSD10 and JDC3 Green
teams who won flags, but all the
players that participated during
the season. With over 95% of the
eligible summer season players
playing on in the winter competition, tennis is alive and well at the
Warrandyte Tennis Club.

If you are a junior tennis player
and would like to be a part of the
action contact Tony Honeyborne
on 0400 019 078 or club coach
Craig Haslam on 0488 7222 538.
Free come ‘n’ try sessions of the
new FAST4 format are on offer
during April/May. Just one hour
on court will see three FAST4 sets
completed. Register your interest
for free day or evening sessions
for beginner/social and intermediate/advanced.
warrandytetennisclub.org.au

1: Join a gym. If you don’t think you
can commit to a one-year membership, look for a casual gym or one
that offers a ‘no lock in contract’
through the winter. Gyms have loads
of weight lifting machines and cardio
equipment. You can mix up your
routine and use different machines
almost every gym visit.
2: Work out inside your house. Purchase some cheap exercise bands or
a workout DVD. Following along to an
exercise video can help you exercise
when it is cold outside.
3: Take an exercise class. Many
gyms offer exercise classes where a
group of people are led by an instructor. These classes are a great way to
meet new people who are trying to
get exercise when it’s cold outside
just like you.
4: Watch your diet. Avoid the comfort food and stick to a nutritious diet
full of lean meat, vegetables, salads
and fruit.
By putting in the hard work during
the colder months you will not only
look great for summer but you will
feel great as well.
Currently at Jetts Doncaster East
we have three group classes – Boxercise, Fat Burner and Tummy Hips
and Thighs available to all Jetts
members. They are all a great way
to mix your routine up to keep you
motivated.

Juniors are jumping
By TAYLOR PADFIELD

CLYDE &
McOCKER

“We’re not exactly dressed
for firefighting duties
on Scotchmans Hill, Ock!”

FOOTY season has launched with
the first game commencing on the
weekend gone for all Junior Bloods
teams. The first family night of the
year was also held Sunday night in
the Warrandyte clubrooms to celebrate the beginning of a promising
season ahead.
Pre season has given the juniors a
great mix of new skills and physical
training, according to Junior Bloods
operations manager Craig Robison.
“In the pre-season training we have
seen a lot of fun and enjoyment from
the young kids and fitness in the
older age groups has been a primary focus. Brian Cartwright from the
Northern Knights attended training
and presented the coaches with
some of his "game sense" coaching
ideas, which many of the Junior
Bloods coaches are now utilising,”
Robison said.
In the lead up to the 2015 season,
practice matches took place on
March 29 against the Whitehorse
Colts. It was great to get the ball

rolling for the year, especially at
Warrandyte’s fantastic new facilities.
The season also brings an introduction of new rules in regards to
the Under 8s and 9s, which were
exercised in the practice matches.
“With the new modifications to
the rules, the coaches seemed to be
pleased as it provided everyone with
more of a chance to contribute to the
game. The field was more spread out
and not like a swarm of bees around
a honeypot,” Robison said.
“The main rule changes in Under
8s and Under 9s are reduced playing
numbers, ground size and playing
in zones. There is also modified
tackling and no bumping, which
allows players more of a chance to
kick or handball rather than being
challenged and having the ball
knocked away. The main change to
the rules for Under 10s is that even
though scores are taken, they are
not recorded and there is no ladder.”
The U10s and U11s teams are still
in need of more players and it is not
too late to register.
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